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1. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Definition

BMS

Building Management System

PSP

PERFORMER Service Platform

KPIs

Key Performance Indicators

PDW

PERFORMER Data Warehouse

BIM

Building Information Model

VT

Variable Temperature

CT

Constant Temperature

AHU

Air Handling Unit

WP

Work Package

D

Deliverable

T

Task

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

ADV

Advantics Systems Plc

FPHS

FP Hurley & Sons

BSC

Building Services Controls Ltd

NIALM

Non-Intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring

DCC

Digital Distributed Control

OPC

Open Platform Communications

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol

GR

Global Recommendations

SC

Success Criteria

PERFORMER Partners
CCC

The City of Cardiff Council

BRE

Building Research Establishment

CSTB

Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment

SMS

Smart Metering Solutions Plc
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Work Package 4 in PERFORMER has the following objectives:


Hardware deployment: finding and creating a methodology for installing the
components needed for the monitoring



Adaption of the assessment model: tuning and modification of the overall
assessment model to the special circumstances of the demonstration buildings



Installation and parameterisation of the ICT tools: translating the adaption
above into usable, replicable tools



Deployment of the interoperability framework: different technologies for
monitoring will be used and the interoperability is strongly required in order to
perform an accurate assessment of the performance.

This deliverable document (D4.3) describes the work that has been done in relation to
Task 4.3: deployment experience feedback. It ties in with the results from Task 4.2 on
the deployment and configuration of the PERFORMER hardware and software solution.

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

The FP7 PERFORMER project was devised and initiated in 2013. It addresses the gap
between predicted and actual energy performance in buildings with the aim of
developing an innovative integrated concept for monitoring and evaluating building
energy performance, and providing key recommendations for further improvements in
the industry.
This deliverable document is part of the work done within the demonstration phase of
the project (WP4) and aims at delivering practices and further recommendations to the
industry on hardware and software solutions, and their respective installation and
verification processes. This report describes and analyses the work done in Task 4.3 on
deployment experience feedback which is a significant milestone of the project. While
the physical work has been completed in Task 4.2, Task 4.3 marks a break between the
research phase of PERFORMER and the monitoring stage, before the replication strategy
and business model of the solution.
In the DoW, the objectives of Task 4.3 are described as below:
“The aim of this task is to identify the best and worst practices related to the installation
and verification process. The monitoring systems are divided in to two classes based on
the level of non-intrusiveness: manual or automatic setup. […] The best and worst
practices will include a benchmark of the different tests performed during the
assessment of the energy performance (intrinsic and operative). The benchmark will be
done by appliance and will represent a precious knowledge database for the installers.
The task will provide sufficient information in order to build up precious documentation
PERFORMER FP7 project
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(manuals, handbooks, training courses for example) dedicated to the installers.
Following the prescriptions, the installers will be reassured that the monitoring system
operates satisfactorily and predictably”.
-

How do we understand the objectives and what do we target?

We are expected to analyse the work completed during the deployment of the
hardware and software equipment on the four demonstration sites. There are two main
sections to this analysis:
1) Feedback from pilot partners: in Task 4.2, pilot partners supervised the installation
and verification process of each piece of equipment. Their contribution was
therefore important to understand what were the key strengths and the
improvement areas in their experience feedback.
2) The second part of the analysis deals with the evaluation of criteria of success
to define best and worst practices. The definition of the criteria is based on the
requirements from the industry and from the understanding of what a best practice
should be according to the PERFORMER framework. A high level process has also
been implemented in order to compare the practices in an accurate manner, and
develop a comprehensive and consistent document that can be utilised by the
industry.
This report will not produce a benchmark as stated in the DOW. Indeed, while working
on the installation process and experience feedback in each pilot, it was obvious that
undertaking a comparison analysis of equipment installed would not have been relevant
within the PERFORMER context. This is because a common criterion would be required
in order to compare pilot sites against one another. Due to the disparities and varying
characteristics of the technologies tested it was difficult to find suitable, relevant, and
bespoke indicators to rank pilot sites within a benchmark. The Consortium therefore
preferred

to

focus

on

the

best

practices

aspects

and

work

on

technical

recommendations dedicated to further projects rather than a benchmark.
This task first targets the building managers and other stakeholders involved in the
building equipment installation process, but also aims to deliver key recommendations
to the industry. As a result, the work in Task 4.3 should lead to the publication of
consistent material including a best practices review dedicated to the relevant
stakeholders.
In order to achieve a consistent and robust deliverable, BRE has also published a
Commissioning Plan (see Appendix 6.1). This includes a methodology for assessing the
overall suitability of the monitoring data gathered for PERFORMER and the subsequent
data outputs.
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As this task provides the link between all the previous deliverables and work with WP5
on Assessment and Replication, it seems logical to take into account all the existing
outputs of the project to devise a consistent framework for Task 4.3 and create a
feedback loop with other WPs. The relationships between these and Task 4.3 can be
summarised as follows:


Work Package 1: Global framework and methodologies for energy performance
characterisation, measurement and assessment.

-

Development of the primary and secondary Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for
the pilot partners to select and prioritise according to the energy challenges and
requirements relevant to their building, which in turn determines the data collection
architecture deployed.

-

Provision of the methodologies for users to select the most suitable and costeffective way to assess their building’s energy performance, and consequently the
most applicable KPIs.

-

Specifications and functional requirements for the tools to be developed in WP2 to
monitor and manage the energy consumption in the pilot buildings


Work

Package

2:

Holistic

assessment

framework

for

building

energy

performance.
-

Identification of additional meters and/or sensors required in order to collect
baseline data.

-

Development of the PERFORMER Box to be installed in the pilots to collect sensor
data to be sent to the PERFORMER Service Platform (PSP), as well as provide edge
processing where required.

-

Development of the modules that will make up the PSP to store and analyse the
data from the pilots, detect and diagnose anomalies, and provide visual decision
support to the facilities managers.

-

Development of the PERFORMER Data Warehouse (PDW) where all the data from
the pilots is sent to, processed and stored.

-

The development of the expert system, including the expert rules application
process.


-

Work Package 3: Pilot data gathering and information module instantiation.

Tailoring of WP1 methodologies to each pilot site by carrying out extensive
investigative activities at each building to determine its physical characteristics,
usage, and energy behaviour.

-

Step-by-step process for identifying the sensors required to collect PERFORMER
data for selected KPIs.
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-

Work Package 4: Demonstrators.

Ensuring a strong communication link between pilot partners and technical partners.
Spending time with pilot partners to collect their requirements and expectations of
the PERFORMER solution, as well as restrictions imposed on them by their particular
building or organisation processes.

-

Explain PERFORMER processes, hardware and software to pilot site users.

-

Supervise the deployment and configuration of the PERFORMER hardware and
software solution.

The process followed to deliver key outputs in Task 4.3 was structured in different steps
as illustrated below (Figure 1):
Installation Experience
Feedback

Best Practices Delivery

•T4.3 Leader and
Contributors to work on
a bespoke Experience
Feedback Template
• Each Pilot Partner to
complete one
experience feedback
template per device
installed on site.
•Each Pilot Partner to
provide a summary to
be included in the main
D4.3 Report.

Final Report Delivery

•T4.3 Leader and
Contributors to identify
issues raised during the
installation processes
conducted in each pilot
•T4.3 Leader and
Contributors to work
with external experts to
identify Best Practices
from Pilots' feedback
and the industry
•T4.3 Leader and
Contributors to define
Best Practices related
to the PERFORMER
context
•T4.3 Leader
Contributors to deliver
Global Best Practices
Guidance dedicated to
the industry

Figure 1 – Task 4.3 key outputs flow diagram
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•T4.3 Leader to finalise
D4.3
•D4.3 Reviewers to
provide comments and
feedback
•D4.3 Delivery
postponed from M30 to
M33
•Results to be presented
at the 2d Review
Meeting
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3. TASK MANAGEMENT
It seems important to mention at the start of this document that Task 4.3 outputs are
the result of a long process started at the beginning of the project. The measurement
plan delivered in WP3 especially was a key input for delivery of D4.3 as pilot partners
and the main contributors identified the missing data points to be measured on site in
order to meet the PERFORMER targets and match the project’s KPIs. As soon as the
measurement plan was established for each pilot, the partners were able to look for the
most appropriate solutions to be installed in the buildings, with respect to the building
characteristics and the Building Managers’ preferences. It took longer than expected for
the partners to identify the right equipment to be installed on site as they had to cross
reference their building and organisations technical aspects with the PERFORMER
requirements. Another issue raised during the preliminary phase (prior to the
installation) was the question around the relevance of having the PERFORMER Box,
developed by CSTB tested on the pilots. Because the pilots already had data collection
systems in place, there was no particular need to install the PERFORMER Box to transfer
the data collected from the new sensors and meters to the PDW. As all these issues
were important issues to resolve prior to the installation phase, and because it was
crucial from a project management point of view to define the scope of T4.3, we
required three additional months from the European Commission to complete this task.
In terms of responsibilities, ENGIE was the leader of T4.3 and reported to The City of
Cardiff Council (CCC) as the WP4 leader. Key contacts were identified to ensure
continuity in internal communication between the technical teams on site and the Task
leader. The installation process was conducted by the technical teams on site who were
also in charge of assuring the relationship with the equipment suppliers and the other
stakeholders involved in the whole process. Weekly conference calls for WP4 enabled
ENGIE to track progress every week in order to plan the right tasks against each
objective and assign responsibility to the relevant partners to ensure that the work was
completed on time. As a second step in Task 4.3 schedule, a working group was created
to work specifically on the Best Practices identification, definition and delivery. Partners
from ENGIE, DRAGADOS, EUROCONSULT, BRE, SMS and CCC worked closely with other
colleagues and experts to develop key recommendations to finalise Deliverable 4.3.
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4. BEST

PRACTICES

RELATED

TO

THE

INSTALLATION

AND

VERIFICATION PROCESS & EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK SUMMARY
The first part of the analysis aims to explain the benefits that the technologies installed
on site can provide. While Task 4.2 describes the deployment of the hardware and
software solutions, this report highlights the qualitative aspects of the deployment
process:


How did it go?



Was the installation and verification process successful?



What issues did the Building Manager raise?



How could it be done better?

All these questions were included in the Installation Feedback template that pilot
partners completed for each installation. Their feedback was a first and great input to
our analysis. These templates are attached to this report in Appendix 6.1.

4.1.

BALTIC PLAZA HOTEL, POLAND

4.1.1. SMOK communication Module for boilers
In the Baltic Plaza Pilot Site building, heating and DHW is provided from De Dietrich gas
boilers (3 boilers cascade). De Dietrich boilers are fully automated and have wide
configuration options. The SMOK communication module allows remote configuration
and access to all the data collected from the boiler controller. It can therefore provide
data such as, current boiler power, internal temperatures, temperatures of heating liquid
and DHW, returning temperature of heating circuits, outside temperature, etc. SMOK
has been implemented not as a device, but as a service, with a web application for
configuration and visualisation. It also integrates an API to get raw data for the PDW.
The device itself uses GPRS to send data to the SMOK servers. The installation process
has not interrupted hotel functioning, which is a very good thing as it does not
influence the occupants of the building. Installation did not require any wiring or other
preparation from the hotel management side. In a few hours it delivered a handy and
useful tool. It was also convenient that the installation was done by one worker and it
did not require other workers from the hotel staff to be engaged in this or any special
equipment. A better solution for us would be a solution with local data storage and
visualization server as the hotel would then be independent from a service provider, but
there was no company offering an alternative solution. The hotel management had
good cooperation with SMOK and that was really useful as they also supported them in
connecting data to the PDW.

PERFORMER FP7 project
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4.1.2. SAIA Reading and logging energy and gas consumption equipment
The hotel management would have preferred to install a broader/more elaborated
version (more meters) but due to budget limitations this was not possible. A more
extensive version would allow monitoring the energy consumption in individual
apartments and hotel departments in an easier and more accurate way. However, to do
this much more equipment would be needed. The chosen way allows information to be
obtained on summarized consumption of the whole building with a minimal amount of
sub meters.
Not all visualisations are sufficiently transparent and available (not all parameters were
visualised). The potential reasons were:
-

Technical issues and communication between different appliances have a huge
impact on what can and cannot be done. The selection of the platform already
imposes certain limitations. What is to be displayed on the visualization should
result from the design of the system and the interviews/discussion with the investor.

-

The way the data is displayed should also be transparent and tailored to the service
needs.

Usage monitoring had a positive influence on occupants’ behaviour. Hotel staff
informed them about the project and the ongoing installations in order to make them
more aware of energy issues and management in the building.
The company proposed a solution and chose the equipment and the hotel
management relied on this decision. The installation company did not propose
alternative solutions. Moreover, not all necessary documentation was received and it
was difficult to make contact with the installation company. No training was provided to
the technical staff on the installation process.

PERFORMER FP7 project
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4.2.

HOTEL DE LAS LETRAS, SPAIN

4.2.1. Heat meters installation feedback:
The objective of the installation of two new heat meters in the hot water production
system is to better understand the destination of this hot water. The Hotel has a gas
boiler that produces hot water for all building facilities: HDW and heat. This point is
important to the managers considering that in order to improve the efficiency of a
system it is necessary to know how much energy is used and to find possible solutions.
These meters were installed in the primary circuit of the system to reduce the switch-off
time of the hot water service. This circuit has a minor volume of water so the switch-off,
emptying and filling tasks of the system are easier. The work team stressed the
importance of minimising the switch-off time so as to save inconveniences for the hotel
clients. For this reason, the plumbing company who carried out the works planned the
actions beforehand (switch-off, cutting of pipes, fixing of new devices…) in a previous
visit to the hotel. Although the connection between new meters and the BMS is
important too, this action was not so critical because this process does not affect the
clients. This was also carried out in a short time and presented no problems for the
technician that knew the BMS of the hotel.
The key factor in the success of the installation was the involvement of all technicians in
the process, who had the opportunity to previously study the system.

4.2.2. iGreen system installation feedback
The iGreen system consists of a group of electrical meters distributed throughout the
building to measure all the consumption points that the client wants (with the advice of
expert technicians). An important characteristic of this meter is the possibility to set
them up to measure pulses, so this meter can extract information from counters of gas
or water. In this form, the iGreen system can measure any consumption point from any
energy source in a building.
In Hotel de Las Letras, the iGreen system deployment was a big task because it was
necessary to install 25 meters with all the auxiliary devices needed.

There were two

main problems/issues encountered during the process:
-

Working in the hotel general transformers without stopping their work is sensitive
and potentially dangerous work.

-

In cases of distribution lockers containing a lot of cables it was necessary to
disconnect some facilities in order to install the usual current clamps.

The first issue was solved taking into account the security norms and recommendations
of the national normative references. Regarding the second point, the problem was
found during the process and it was impossible to prevent it. The owner accepted the
PERFORMER FP7 project
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service cuts and the work team reduced the duration of these events to a minimum and
limited them to the low occupancy time window of the hotel.
Afterwards, the Rogowski probe was found. This sensor is a special current sensor in the
form of a flexible lace that can be easily opened and closed, and allows for placing the
sensor in any locker independently of the number of cables that exist in the locker.

4.2.3. Mitsubishi gateway installation feedback
Some electronic systems, especially old systems, work under a singular ITC software that
allows them to work and communicate in an optimized form but at the same time
converts them in a hermetic system and prevents the connection with other system.
This situation occurred in the hotel with the air conditioning system, so it was not
possible to obtain important and powerful data that could help the building manager
improve the energy efficiency and the control of the system. The best and most
economical way to solve this was to use a gateway device that grants access to the
system with a standard open communication protocol and a simple set of orders. These
devices basically work as a translator between the systems.
In the case of the hotel, two different models from the same family of devices were
selected; the difference between them was the number of Mitsubishi devices that could
be connected (MBS50 for one device and MBS100 for two devices). These devices can
be easily installed on a DIN rail in any locker and can be connected with the G50 of
Mitsubishi through an Ethernet connection. In the case of the hotel, the three G50 units
are located at the same locker, so the gateways were installed there and they were
directly connected to the Ethernet cable. The connection of these devices with the BMS
required a little more of work, as it was necessary to install a cable from the locker to
the BMS controller.
The most important feedback from the process of the installation of these devices was
the importance of understanding how to solve the problem that we encountered with
the MBS100. This device is designed to have a G100 connected, but it also allows for
the connection of two G50, as we wanted to do. However, the internal controller initially
contained in the device was not adequate for this configuration of two devices and it
was necessary to order appropriate control software from the manufacturer. This
problem could be avoided with a detailed description of the use of the devices in the
purchase order and with previous meetings and/or communication with the supplier.
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4.3.

ST TEILO’S CHURCH IN WALES HIGH SCHOOL, UK

4.3.1. Heat Meter for heat zoning
St Teilo’s currently has only one flow meter and one return meter measuring the
temperatures of the water in the VT heating system. There is no measure of flow/return
temperatures on the CT heating system that feeds the underfloor manifolds and the Air
Handling Units on site.
In order to provide a more detailed analysis of the buildings heating distribution it was
necessary to divide the school into smaller heating zones. Due to budgetary constraints
and the layout of the building it was decided to split the building into 9 smaller heating
zones for the VT heating system, and a meter on the CT system to measure flow/return.
This information will be available to the Estate Manager via the PERFORMER
visualization tool which will allow the Estate Manager to notice areas that are
overheating, allowing him to investigate these further down to room level if required.
Heating for the building is currently shown on the BMS front end for the entire site
only. In order to pin point areas that are not performing as they should be it was
decided to break down the school into separate heating zones by using heat meters. In
order to collect the data wirelessly from the heat meters, we utilised the services of
Advantics Systems Plc (ADV) based in Madrid who specialise in remote monitoring
systems. They could provide a Long Range Wireless Modbus RS485 Bridge by
preconfiguring the heat meters before installation using their own DM-108. This would
allow the data to be transferred between the heat meters and two MPC-333 data
concentrators installed at the site (also supplied by ADV). The data stored on the data
collectors can be forwarded on as csv files to up to 4 FTP servers, one of which will be
the PDW.
The heat meters chosen for this installation were the Kamstrup Ultraflow 602 due to the
familiarity Advantics Systems have with them, having worked with these particular
models in the past. ADV preconfigured these meters and provided a communication
bridge between them and a data collector historically. The meters would be using
wireless Modbus communication via the DM-108 to send the data back to a central
data collector placed in the school.
ADV would only be able to preconfigure the heat meters themselves as they would not
provide installation services in the UK; this meant that a different company would have
to be procured to carry out the install. This was always going to pose a risk, having the
heat meters provided by a different company. Doing it this way would offer significant
financial savings however. In order to make sure that the installation company were
happy with the meters that were to be installed we arranged for them to see all 9
PERFORMER FP7 project
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before the work was due to begin. Due to shipping/transportation problems with the
meters the installation company were only given a day to scrutinise the heat meters
before the installation work had to begin (however this was enough).
It was decided that the work would be carried out by FP Hurley & Sons (FPHS) which is
a local Mechanical & Electrical Engineering company based just outside Cardiff. One of
the main reasons this company was chosen was due to the fact that they had installed
all the pipework including the HVAC systems in the school when it was first built. Work
could only be carried out during school holidays when the building was near empty,
which only allowed a few times during the year when this work could take place. It was
expected that the entire installation would take 5 days to complete so the second week
of the school Easter Holidays was chosen as the preferred time for install. There were at
least 2 extensive surveys carried out before hand to identify the best locations for the
heat meters (see figure 1 and 2 below).

Figure 2 - First Floor heat meter location
overview

Figure 3 - Ground Floor heat meter location
overview

It was preferred to have the heat meters installed directly after any pre-existing isolation
valves so that the water would only need to be drained down/out of the system for
smaller sections of the pipework. This would greatly reduce the time it took to carry out
the work and the labour costs.
There was no disruption to the building’s electricity supply during this work; however
there was a disruption to the heating system, with the entire heating system being
turned off during the works. Fortunately, the weather that week was very mild for that
time of year so the few people who were occupying the school did not mind the
heating being turned off.
As mentioned, the work was carried out during the second week of the Easter Holidays,
and even though some revision classes were taking place at the school the Estate
Manager and the Project Manager from FPHS ensured that the areas that were being
worked on were clear of the public for the time required.
PERFORMER FP7 project
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The new meters will give the Estate Manager a much more granular breakdown of the
actual heating distribution around the school.
What was most successful about this installation was the creativity shown by the
engineers from FPHS to overcome problems within a very tight timeline before the
school re-opened the following week. There may have been a need to work the
weekend, which would have meant increased costs to the installation, which was
something both CCC and FPHS wanted to avoid at all costs. In one instance, the
installation company re-routed the existing pipework to manufacture a straight piece of
pipe where the heat meter could be installed on (this was an installation requirement
for this particular type of heat meter). This is shown in the below figures; Figure 4 and
Figure 5.

Figure 4 - Pipework of Heat Meter
5 before installation. Heat Meter
needed to be installed before the
pipework dropped down as you
can see circled in red

Figure 5 - New pipework routing following installation of Heat
Meter 5. Dotted red line corresponds to direction of pipework
on return flow. Solid red line corresponds to new pipework on
flow pipe.

Throughout the installation, FPHS ensured that the heat meters were installed at the
correct orientation, the installation manuals described that the heat meters could not be
installed at 90-degrees to the flow pipeline and that a 45-degree angle was one that
worked best. The installers also ensured that each heat meters’ individual display could
be read manually. This would allow these meters to be read at a glance which is
beneficial to school and PERFORMER if there was a problem with communications
between the school and the PDW, and following the end of the project.
If there were no financial/time constraints with the project work, it would have been
preferred to have a turnkey solution, where the same company would configure, supply
and install the heat meters. It was mentioned earlier that that there was a morning put
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aside in order for the installation company chosen to inspect the heat meters. It turned
out that an additional connector was required to ensure that the heat meter would have
a water tight seal when fitted onto the pipework. These were low cost; however, if we
hadn’t had time to inspect the heat meters and order/collect these additional
connectors this delay could have had serious implications. As it turned out, this only
took a couple of hours, and during this time the installation company could get on with
other work. Connectors can be seen in the below figure; Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Connectors required to provide water tight seal, purchased at the time of install

It was also expected that some “hot works” would be required to fit the 80mm heat
meters onto the VT and CT system due to the size of the meters. When these meters
were examined it was apparent that the same “press fit” process could be used, as was
implemented on the smaller heat meters using a crimping gun.

4.3.2. Biomass Heat Meter at St Teilo’s
The knowledge of the amount of energy produced from Biomass is essential for
PERFORMER as it is the main source of heating for the building. With the Renewable
Heat Incentive (RHI) and the costs of biomass pellets, it is important to know exactly
how much heat is being produced by the Biomass for the entire building, and whether
it is economically viable to procure more wood pellets for burning.
Upon inspection the heat meter that was installed on the biomass boiler when the
school was first built was the wrong type of meter to be installed on the flow pipework.
The calculator on the biomass heat meter was calibrated for the return line but it was
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installed on the flow line, which was giving the wrong readings. To fix this issue there
would be a requirement for the calculator (display unit) to be disconnected, sent off to
an appropriate supplier for re-calibration (including certification) and then attached to a
suitable heat meter that was compatible with being installed on the flow direction
pipeline. Alternatively, a new meter could be installed – one that was compatible with
being installed on the flow line. This was the solution that was chosen as to avoid
having to cut more pipework and drain down the system.
The same “class” of heat meter needed to be chosen and the idea would be to link the
heat meter back to the BMS via an Mbus physical connection. The Sontex Supercal 531meter display connected to the Superstatic 440 flow meter was chosen by the
installation company FP Hurley & Sons (FPHS) due to their familiarity with the products
and their knowledge of the site, given that they had installed the heating and
ventilation system initially.
The installation took one day as it was a case of installing the new heat meter in a very
similar location to the previous one. No section of pipework needed to be cut to install
the new heat meter on the flow line as the pipework had already been altered to
accommodate the old heat meter. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows where the new heat
meter and display calculator have been installed.

Figure 7 - Supercal 531 Heat Meter display
calculator

Figure 8 - Location of new Heat Meter on flow
line from biomass boiler

FPHS carried out the work of installing the heat meter but they were not tasked with
ensuring that the heat meter was connected back to BMS. In hindsight, we should have
involved a company experienced in connecting meters back to the BMS at the time the
meter was installed to ensure that the address of the new heat meter could be
programmed into the BMS so that the data would be transferred to it. The
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communication protocol was via Mbus, but the address the device has been assigned
(manufacture default) was likely to conflict with addresses already being picked up by
the BMS. There would be a requirement to call out the BMS experts to re-configure the
heat meter. There was a concern that this might void the RHI compliance as some of
the meters are not supposed to be tampered with once installed.

4.3.3. Electricity sub-metering
Most of St Teilo’s electrical supplies are metered and even in some cases sub-metered
to differentiate between power sources such as lighting and small power appliances
(computers, printers, desktop fans). One system that is not metered however is the air
handing units (AHU) and Air Condenser units which are physically located on the roof of
the school. The AHU’s use a significant amount of electricity, and until now there was
no real monitoring carried out on this energy consumption. The information relating to
the energy consumed by the AHU’s could provide justification for remedial work to take
place in the future.
In order to collect this information a number of CT meters needed to be installed on
the supplies to each of the individual AHU’s and Air Condenser units. The installation
would be carried out by Smart Metering Solutions Plc (SMS) who are part of the
consortium and have vast experience in installing such meters. Part of the equipment
required for installation was provided by SMS for free as it had been used as part of a
trial project and was no longer of use. These were the Cube 350 ND Modbus meter
which could only accept 100/5 radio CT’s, which meant the CT’s purchased for the
installation had to be quite large. The CT’s selected for install were the CAMAX 100/5
5A CT that were supplied by a local company that was on procurement books of CCC.
The installation took place over 2 separate days, because the installation company
realised they required another component which had to be sourced by CCC before it
could be installed. The additional components that had to be installed were 2 x
Schneider 3 phase type B 6 amp fuses.
Due to the nature of the works, the circuit boards being worked on needed to be
completely isolated, therefore the AHU’s and Air condenser units had to be switched off
for the duration of the works. The actual work took around 12 hours in total and was
carried out by 2 qualified SMS engineers.
The most successful part about the installation was the fact that the cost could be kept
to a minimum as SMS allowed CCC to reuse some meters they already had in stock
from a previous project that has since finished. All the equipment installed was able to
be fitted within the same electrical cabinet as before, which meant that there was no
way of telling anything had been done from people who used the school. In hindsight,
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due to the size of the cabinet and the size of the CT’s that had to be used we were
unable to meter each individual AHU. If there was more budget available next time we
would not use the Cube 350 ND Modbus meters as another similar component should
allow smaller CTs to be used. To get over the problem of not being able to fit all of the
CTs into the 1 cabinet some of the AHU consumption data had to be merged together.
Below Figure 9 and Figure 10 show an engineer from SMS Plc installing the CT and the
Schneider fuses.

Figure 9 – SMS PLC Engineer installing the
Schneider fuse on second visit to the site

Figure 10 – Existing electrical cabinet with CTs
installed (left) and new cabinet containing ND350
meters (right).

Had CCC known that additional fuses were required before the work was due to
commence then they could have sourced these in advance of the works so that SMS
would only have to visit site once.

4.3.4. Weather Station Installation
A major part of the PERFORMER project revolves around the simulation and testing of
new and existing Building Energy Modelling techniques. In order to simulate and
validate some real time testing scenarios certain weather parameters are required so
that they can be used in the validation of these models. There is a cost to obtaining this
data from the MET Office (UK weather authority), therefore it was decided that a
weather station should be installed on the school in order for CCC to collect and
harvest this information themselves.
Following advice from the consortium, it was decided to install a Weather Station from
Davis Instruments. The model chosen was a wired version of the Vantage Pro2 Weather
Station as there was a requirement to get data from the roof where the station would
be housed to a computer at the school. Due to the construction materials used in the
school (aluminium and steel frame) there was no guarantee that a wireless signal would
reach the Estate Manager’s office where the data would need to go back to the
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computer, therefore a wired version of the weather station was chosen. Because of this
the roof directly above the Estate Managers office was chosen as the preferred location
during an initial survey before works were carried out. The weather station would be
able to record the following:


Barometric Pressure



Humidity – inside/outside humidity and inside/outside dew point



Rainfall



Temperature – inside/outside, outside heat index, wind chill



Wind – direction, speed, compass rose, direction of high speed wind

Solar Radiation data was required to validate CEA modelling techniques which required
an additional optional sensor. We only realised this once the weather station was
installed and it was too late to get the additional part in time for the trial therefore we
asked for Met Office data.
Installation was carried out by CCC’s framework building controls contractors, Building
Services Controls Limited (BSC). The school was satisfied with the installation as it was
carried out in just less than 1 day and the weather station was located in a sensible
location close enough to the Estate Manager’s office so that the console could pick up
the readings via the cable which was supplied with the weather station. This needed to
be run from weather station to the console which was plugged into Estate Manager’s
computer. With the pilot site being a school it was very important that the weather
station was out of the reach of children to avoid damage being caused to the
equipment or injury to a child, which is another reason why that particular roof was
chosen.
What was most successful about the installation was that the fitting was able to take
place within a day and without any disruption to the school’s electricity supply. In
hindsight, it would have been good to have the solar radiation additional sensor
installed at the same time as this would have provided the data required for the
modelling. This was not the fault of the installation company, and more an oversight by
CU and CCC who chose this particular model.
An unforeseen benefit from this installation is the data which is shown on the Estate
Manager’s computer being used as teaching material for the children at the school. The
data is visualised in a very nice way which lends itself to being used to explain certain
weather phenomenon’s using the screenshots and printouts from the software provided.
Figure 11 below is a picture of the data as displayed on the computer of the Estate
Manager.
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Figure 11 - Data displayed from the weather station on computer at the school

Due to the tight schedule the installation company were working to with other work on
their books they did not tell CCC that they were carrying the work out at the school on
the day the installation took place. The company exchanged correspondence with the
school’s Estate Manager directly to ensure that access would be allowed. CCC would
have preferred to be on site while the installation took place, though the work was
carried out in the correct manner and the system is working as it should do.
There is a slight concern that the weather station is somewhat sheltered by the roof of
the nearby sports hall, especially concerning wind direction as natural wind tunnels may
be experienced. However, there was a necessity to have weather station installed on this
particular roof due to its proximity to the Estate Manager’s office and computer.
One other parameter that PERFORMER partners would have liked for their modelling
evaluation was cloud cover data. Unfortunately, this particular model would not provide
that data so another solution was sought in time for the testing carried out at the
school (when completely unoccupied) during the 2015 Christmas Holidays.
A separate cloud sensor (Aurora Cloud Sensor III from Eurotech) was installed next to
the weather station by the same installation company BSC in December before the
testing was to take place. Met office data was purchased from the nearest weather
station, RAF St Athan which did not seem to correlate with the data received from the
cloud sensor for the same period of the year. Investigations are ongoing.
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4.4.

WOOPA OFFICE BUILDING, FRANCE

4.4.1. Thermal meters installation feedback:
Four similar SENSUS meters were installed on 4 boilers:
-

Three meters were installed on the three Biomass boilers:

one meter

connected to boiler return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on boiler flow and
return.
-

One meter was installed on the Cogeneration: one meter connected to boiler
return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on boiler flow and return.

Beyond the measurement process improvement, the installation of the heat meters was
very important for the Building Manager and the Facilities Manager as they had never
previously managed to measure the energy production from the different heating
systems in the building. Now they can disassociate the heat production from:
-

The oil cogeneration

-

The 3 wood boilers

-

And the gas boiler

The additional meters should also help to ensure the priority order between each
heating system: (1) the oil cogeneration, (2) the wood boilers and (3) the gas boiler. The
technical team stressed the importance of the quality process during the heat meters.
They were very satisfied with the way it went and the final results, but they had to
prepare the installation very carefully in order to guarantee its success. The preparatory
work took a long time before the proper installation phase. The team had to manage
three different subcontractors which required a high level of coordination and an
accurate schedule to supervise the orders and also the preliminary site visit. Three
installation schedules were planned so that each supplier could come and install the
equipment. During the installation phase, the team worked very closely with several
installers who both knew the product and the building very well so that they could pay
attention to the cabling and the connection to the BMS. In the end, the heat meters
were nicely installed, working properly and the data is already being collected and
recorded in the BMS. Again, the relationship between the technical team on site and the
supplier was an important driver to ensure the success of the installation. As an
example, both the Facility Manager and the client had to be informed of the on-going
process but only the technician was the one who knew about the installation. A reliable
relationship between all the stakeholders was essential as the installer is the one who
gave his approval and had to attend the whole installation until the end of the process
to confirm the success of the process. The pilot partners organised a workshop meeting
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prior to the installation with all the stakeholders in order to plan the different steps of
the process and ensure an efficient organisation between each of them.

4.4.2. Electrical meters installation feedback:
ZELEC electrical meters were installed in order to replace existing faulty meters. Two
models were installed:


EM380PURS three-phase power meters



EM180PURS single-phase power meters

Both models can generate a pulse signal that can be transferred to the BMS on site.
The process took quite a long time to start because the pilot partners could not identify
the right meters to install as they had to meet different key criteria related to the
building systems. But the team were aware of the importance of the preliminary stage
in order to ensure a successful installation process. Globally, the installation itself went
well, but the technical team reported some qualitative issues with regards to the
intervention of the electrician in charge of the installation. Significant delays impacted
the installation of the electrical meters. The installer did not know the functionalities of
the meters that he suggested to install, and the technical team had no other choice but
to postpone the meters commissioning. Moreover, the team was provided with the
wrong manual which impacted the process even more. Other issues were raised during
the installation process including the programming of the meters which was difficult to
set up especially when tuning the impulse signal. The team on site spent lots of time to
find the right settings (tests last 1-5 days). However, the replacement of the meters was
done easily and will greatly benefit the building as it will help improve the accuracy of
the NIALM solution already in place.

4.4.3. NIALM solution installation feedback:
ENGIE had been interested in the Non-Intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring (NIALM)
technology for a long time as it was identified as a key technique to better understand
and monitor the electrical consumption of the Group’s building portfolio. In the case of
the PERFORMER project, ENGIE chose to test the QUALISTEO’s solution, called the Lynx
Box (see Figure 12 below). It also attracted the Woopa Building Manager’s interest as
this solution can detect appliances in operation and indicate the percentage of the
overall consumption of each appliance.

The Woopa building tested another NIALM

solution available on the market and the Building Manager was willing to understand
the similarities and disparities between both the solutions. The PERFORMER project was
a great opportunity to test the QUALISTEO solution in order to optimise the building’s
overall electric consumption.
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Figure 12 - QUALISTEO Lynx Box

As an overall comment, the installation process went very well and the end-user was
very satisfied since the solution was quick and easy to install. In order to ensure the
success of the installation, the technical team checked that they had both all the pieces
of equipment needed and the assistance required to supervise the installation. The
verification stage was extremely important: the solution was successfully installed but
because of some faulty electrical meters, some data could not be collected. All the
pictures of the installation are attached in the Installation Feedback template in
Appendix 6.3.3.2.
One of the key elements of success of the installation was the communication between
the supplier (QUALISTEO) and the technical team on site as they shared knowledge and
skills, explained the process to the technical team so that they do not miss any details
and feel self-confident. QUALISTEO also provided a feedback of the first results of the
installation, which was much appreciated as we were able to understand how the test
was successful and what were the areas where we had to make some improvement.
First results showed that the building had to reduce the consumption from the auxiliary
equipment and that the overall consumption remained quite high when the building
was closed. No further issue was raised during the installation.

4.4.4. Additional sensors installation feedback:
In the PERFORMER context, the project team identified the additional sensors needed to
cover the whole performance indicators scope. Each sensor installed should meet the
requirements in terms of measurements in order to improve the building’s
consumptions visibility and performance. ENGIE has therefore worked closely with the
COFELY team and the Woopa Building Manager to select the most adequate and
convenient technology that would address theirs needs, while matching the project’s
specifications. The team chose the EnOcean technology (Thermokon brand) and
selected 38 sensors in total that they installed over three different floors in different
types of area. The main purpose was to improve the measurement and the detection of:


the windows opening



the temperature and CO2 levels



the presence and people’s motion



the lighting
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Prior to the installation, the PERFORMER team and the pilot partners identified together
the key solutions that could meet the project measurement requirements and match the
building systems. They went through a benchmarking process and analysed both the
technical aspects and costs. Moreover, the preliminary work also consisted of pilot visit
to determine the right location for sensors, the zoning of all the areas where the
sensors were about to be implemented, and a first test to make sure that the
connection between the router and the sensors was working properly. Below, Figure 13,
Figure 14, and Figure 15 show where the sensors were installed in the building.

Figure 13 - Sensors installed over the 5th floor of the building

Figure 14 - Sensors installed over the 6th floor of the building
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Figure 15 - Sensors installed over the 6th floor of the building

The installation phase went well and the team was very satisfied with the overall
process. The first and main reason was the good ergonomics of the EnOcean solution.
The installation and verification process took as long as expected. The COFELY team was
in charge of the installation process, but the suppliers were very forthcoming and
delivered all the equipment on time.
The EnOcean additional sensors definitely met the Woopa Office building’s needs for
several reasons. The first justification is the PERFORMER project itself. These new
sensors will help to compensate for the lack or the bad quality of data for some usage,
and therefore, to finally come up with a larger and better quality set of data to be used
in the PERFORMER’s measurement plan. Moreover, the outstanding level of the system’s
interoperability would enable the Building Manager to add any other sensors that he
would need for further investigations. Finally, the EnOcean solution will certainly help
the project team in the application process and analysis of expert rules. Indeed, the
Woopa Office Building is the main pilot site used within the project to investigate on
fault detection and diagnosis. Expert rules have been defined based on the building’s
needs and are being tested on site (off-line by ENGIE and CSTB first, on-line by Cardiff
University). The new sensors will enable the building to collect more data and to detect
further faulty equipment or abnormal data, and thus will strengthen the work on-going
on fault detection by the project team.
One issue was reported. During the installation, the wireless signal was not strong
enough to connect the sensors with the controller located on the fifth floor. The
technical team had to add two EnOcean repeaters to fix it.
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As an overall comment, the team would recommend the EnOcean solution for
PERFORMER and any other similar buildings. EnOcean technology can be added to a
building’s existing BMS.

4.5.

BEST PRACTICES DEFINITION

Prior to the final Best Practices review, the definition of those practices is a necessary
step which has to follow a well-built methodology and to address key questions such
as:


What is a best practice when dealing with hardware and software solutions
deployment?



What does the industry and the literature s



Is there any standard to qualify these “best” practices?



What are the criteria to evaluate these practices?

4.5.1. Best Practices global overview
Pilot partners provided valuable information with regards the installation of required
pieces of equipment for further analysis of Best Practices. At this stage, it seems
important to explain the transition from pilot partners’ experience and PERFORMER’s
objectives to deliver best practices related to the installation of measurement
equipment in buildings. The installation and verification process is part of the whole
commissioning plan which is aimed at “investigating, analysing, and, optimising the
performance of building systems through identification and implementation of low/no
cost and capital intensive Facility Improvement Measures and ensuring their continued
performance”1. The purpose for PERFORMER to deliver Best Practices from the project
pilots’ installation experience feedback is to finally provide Building Managers with
consistent documentation, while assisting them in an energy performance improvement
process.
How do we go from Experience Feedback to Best Practices? According to the Building
Commissioning Association, the term “Best Practice” generally refers to the best possible
way of doing something, taking the most successful elements from many different
sources and combining them to create the ultimate process or approach.
While each pilot partner reported the issues that were raised during the installation
process, they also helped us to understand how these issues could become “Best
Practices” for continuous quality improvement in existing buildings. From a project

1

Best Practices in Commissioning Existing Buildings, Building Commissiong Association
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perspective, the experience feedback collected within WP4 has been analysed with the
objective of:
-

Contributing to the best possible way for Building Managers to optimise their
commissioning process (including the equipment installation and verification
phases);

-

Creating the most valuable replication strategy in WP5 by transferring the
lessons learned in WP4 so that it can be applicable to the rest of the market and
in the industry.

As the Best Practices identified in this report come from specific case studies within the
PERFORMER project, and because the pilot sites are very different buildings with specific
characteristics, it is therefore important to note that they should not considered as
“market standards”.

4.5.2. Identification of Best Practices from pilot partners’ feedback
The Best Practices below were defined on the basis of pilot partners’ feedback. Over the
installation process, technical and facilities teams were required to complete Installation
Feedback templates (see Appendix 6) and to provide feedback both on technical details
and qualitative issues concerning the installations. The WP4 contributors were therefore
able to collect and analyse the information in order to understand the issues that were
raised during the process and the lessons learned by the pilot partners and identify Best
Practices. In order to ensure that the Best Practices could be understood by most of the
stakeholders, WP4 contributors shared knowledge with experts and made sure that the
final recommendations on the specific equipment and systems were replicable and
relevant to any building. The Best Practices below were reviewed by different experts
from the facilities, commissioning and building communities, and the stakeholders
identified in the PERFORMER value chain. The purpose of integrating Best Practices in a
consistent approach and a global process is to eventually disseminate PERFORMER
initiatives that were proven through experience and should benefit other projects or
professionals in the building sector.
The Best Practices below were identified from all the issues raised by the pilots’ partners
in the installation experience feedback templates. It was therefore the role of the WP4
contributors to build up relevant Best Practices from these issues, and, with the support
of other experts, to develop and deliver key recommendations. The objective of Task 4.3
as initially stated in the DOW was to identify “best and worst practices” related to the
installation process. In this deliverable, only Best Practices are mentioned, not because
there were no “worst practices” but because we turned our recommendations into a
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“positive way” to fix the issues identified and to conduct the installation in the best
possible conditions.
There are a number of best practices that can be identified across the pilot projects that
could apply to many equipment installations, irrespective of the actual sensors/ meters
to be installed. These generally reflect the approach towards the installation, the preplanning that has taken place and the overall management and overseeing of the
process and contractors. External experts, who advised on the identification of Best
Practices and the delivery of key recommendations, recommended extending our scope
beyond the pilots’ experience field and feedbacks. Some of them advised to take the
PERFORMER platform as the key component to split the Best Practices into two
categories, depending whether it will be installed in new or existing buildings. Then, the
practices were structured around three key pillars:
-

System Conception

-

Management and Procedures

-

Field Equipment and Installation

4.5.3. Best Practices identified to be applied in new buildings
4.5.3.1.


System Conception
Digital Distributed Control System (DDC). It is assumed that the BMS will be
based on a DDC System, which is the main solution usually installed in new
buildings. The advantages of such a solution are assumed to be well known by
the industry and, as it is not the purpose here to explain it, details will not be
provided in this document. The DDC communication process will be conducted
according to a specific protocol and from a platform to define further buses.



Standard Protocols. The PERFORMER solution should require standard and
“open when possible” protocols to be used. With standard protocols (such as
BacNet, LONWORKS, MODBUS) the data visualisation and exchange are much
easier as the installation of new equipment and its integration into the BMS can
be done quicker within new interoperable systems. As the PSP will exchange
information

with

the

BMS,

some

standards

such

as

open

platform

communications (OPC) should be considered as mandatory. It is therefore
recommended to use standard protocols in order to make the installation of the
PERFORMER solution smoother.


Standard Platforms. The protocols run under a defined standard. For example,
use of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is now very
simple and popular, and very well known in the industry. This makes future
modifications (when needed) easier.
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Dedicated or Non Dedicated Buses. The communication buses (wires) to be
used are important to be defined in the installation process. There are two main
and different theories on their use:
o

The use of a dedicated network, to be used within a BMS, guarantees a
high level of reliability. It can differ depending on the type of building.

o

The use of the Local Area Network (LAN) network installed in the building
is much more flexible. In the PEROFRMER context, if the BMS runs under
LAN (under a dedicated Virtual Private Network (VPN)), it is therefore very
easy to add a new device onto the network and there is no need to
install new wires or further communication networks.

4.5.3.2.


Planning and Management
Multidisciplinary Team. Not only the designer should participate in the
installation conception but also all the other relevant stakeholders. As the
PERFORMER Platform will be working with the BMS, it is therefore required that
other stakeholder should participate in the design and installation phases. Other
stakeholders can be the BMS designer, a PERFORMER expert, a Facility Manager
and the BMS installer. Creating some workshops prior to the installation to
gather key stakeholders and help them getting involved into the process
together can be a good option in order to define and plan the installation.



Definition and Use of Data. It is crucial to define the data to be collected and
how it will be used within the project. That is why it is important to refer to the
KPIs defined previously so that the equipment can be installed in an accurate
manner and the connectivity aspects well set up.

4.5.3.3.


Field Equipment and Installation
Field Equipment Definition. It is important to consider every use for the
equipment to be defined. For example, a device can be very useful for BMS
proposals but not as much for PERFORMER intention and vice versa. If both
issues are considered on the design phase, costs can be optimized. This aspect
becomes very important for example on controllers, multi-measurement devices,
etc. It can become important for data storage capacity.



Spare Points and Extra Capacity. On the design phase the BMS is defined to be
able to manage and monitor the existing system. During the first years of the
use of PERFORMER some new data can be considered as needed. Therefore, it is
possible that some new equipment and devices are required to be included. The
installation should be designed with at least 15% unused points in order to be
possible to add new monitoring equipment (or even some actuators).
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Equipment Installation and Position. It is strongly recommended to include a
detailed analysis of where and how to install the monitoring equipment. It is very
common to find that the measurement reliability of existing pipe or duct
monitoring equipment is not good enough. In the design and planning phases it
is recommended to analyse such installation together with the installer in order
to have reliable measures. On new buildings, it is very simple to consider this
aspect. Once the building and the installation is done it becomes much more
complicated to retrofit.



Information Management. It is very common to find a BMS where a lot of
information is stored historically but never used. As an interdisciplinary team has
been participating on the design and installation of the BMS it would be a very
good practice to define clearly what type of use is going to be done with all the
information stored. The data stored will be clearly defined and its use shall be
specified.

4.5.4. Use of PERFORMER Platform in Existing Buildings
4.5.4.1.


System Conception
Standard Protocols. If the current installation uses standard protocols and
platforms, it becomes interesting the use of them. If not, some gateways shall be
installed. New material and equipment should be specified to work in standard
protocols in order to be able to understand future new material.



Pre-testing of additional communications networks. Many modern monitoring
applications rely on wireless communications to transfer data. While a wireless
solution can seem particularly convenient and non-intrusive, there will always be
limits to the transmission distances via wireless. As demonstrated in the WOOPA
building, it was necessary to install signal repeaters at key locations to ensure
that

all

data

could

be

transferred

to

the

receiving

unit.

If

wireless

communications are to be relied on, particularly over relatively large areas or
throughout whole buildings, signal transfer should be tested in advance of the
installation to ensure that the correct number of repeater units, where required,
can be purchased and suitable locations identified for them.


Use of Building LAN. One possible and simple solution could be the use of the
building LAN under a VPN. The main problem with this solution could be the
Building Information and Communication Technology representative, who
typically, will not accept this solution without understanding the project. Accurate
and detailed information about this topic (showing existing cases) could be
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interesting. At the end of the day it is really important to avoid new cables in the
building.

4.5.4.2.


Planning and Management
Multidisciplinary Team. Involve all relevant stakeholders together where
possible. A key theme drawn from the pilots’ experiences is that things have
proceeded smoothest when everyone involved (suppliers, installers/ contractors)
have been familiar with the products, with the existing systems and with the
circumstances of the building. Where pre-existing knowledge did not exist, make
the time to gain familiarity which has been proven to make the actual
installation run more smoothly. For example, time spent by the installers at St
Teilo’s in advance of the actual installation identified that extra parts were
needed, which were then quickly sourced. Finding this out on the day of the
installation would likely have led to building systems being inoperable for longer
than planned or the work to have been aborted altogether. Overall, the time
spent may in fact be similar; in either case the inconvenience to the building
users was far reduced. There was a similar situation in HDLL and WOOPA, where
after initial inspections, installers were confident that they could carry out the
necessary installations in the shortest possible time.



Definition and Use of data. In order to minimize the cost and disruptions it is
important to define the data required and the use of them. According to KPIs (to
be defined by PERFORMER Expert and Maintenance Responsible) the equipment
to be installed shall be clearly defined and the use of those data shall be clearly
defined.



Planning to minimise disruption. In many buildings, it is not practical to shut
down services for long periods of time without disrupting the activities of the
occupants. Hence, consideration needs to be given to the necessary duration of
the installation and whether there are ‘better’ times for this to take place than
others. Allowing additional contingency time towards any installation (i.e. more
time than is likely to be needed, but still manageable for the building and its
occupants) can help to work around any unforeseen circumstances. Along with
familiarising all parties with the systems (above) planning a suitable time for
equipment shut down if necessary is an essential part of a good installation.



Discuss the context of installations with suppliers. Often it may seem easy to
identify a suitable component from a catalogue and simply order it. However, it
may be beneficial to verify with suppliers the compatibility with specific
components beforehand to ensure units will operate as intended. In particular, if
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retrospectively installing new equipment onto an older system, even by using the
same manufacturers, backward-compatibility should be verified to save wasted
time due to inappropriate equipment being purchased. It would be good
practice to provide as much contextual information as possible to suppliers when
ordering equipment, in case they are able to identify compatibility issues that
have not been foreseen by the project team. Alternatively, and more preferably,
the installers should be involved during the equipment specification, as they will
ultimately be required to fit the equipment.

4.5.4.3.


Field Equipment and Installation
Non-intrusive meters, e.g. electricity sub metering. It has been noted that the
use of clip around/ openable sensors is helpful in operational buildings so they
can be installed without the need to switch off the equipment on those circuits.
Selecting such sensors can significantly reduce the inconvenience to building
users and increase monitoring flexibility (i.e. capturing multiple circuits within a
single sensor), although they may carry a higher cost relative to sensors that
necessitate disconnections. Depending on the circumstances, this cost may be
considered worthwhile if there are otherwise no practical occasions to shut down
equipment for the installation. This may also be true for sonic flow meters
compared with in-situ flow meters within pipework, where draining down water
circuits to allow the cutting of pipes for installations could be very inconvenient.



Use meters with visual display, even if sending data digitally. It may not
always seem necessary to use a meter that has its own visual display reading if
the data is being sent digitally to a central repository. However, the presence of
a visual counter can act as a useful backup and checking system if problems
arise with communications. Displays should be placed where they can be easily
read.

Visual

readings

can

be

taken

if

there

are

times

when

digital

communications networks are not working, plus, it is good practice to
periodically check that digital readings correspond to the visual display, to
ensure that data is not being miscommunicated. In some cases, instead of
having a display reading it is possible to have some direct communication to the
sensor so the measure can be read through a portable device. That solution
could be also valid and cheaper.


Proper placement of heat/ flow meters. Flow meters often rely on the
measurement of the rate of flow within a section of pipe to calculate overall flow
within a system and potential heat losses. Results can be erroneous if meters are
not placed correctly; for example, if placed too close to bends in pipework, the
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rate of flow can appear different to the overall average in the system. It is
therefore important to follow manufacturers’ installation guidelines relating to
suitable placement and location of the units. Pipework may need to be adapted
to allow for a suitable installation, as was shown when installing heat meter 9 in
St Teilo’s. Pre-examination by installers should help to ensure that such actions
are not a surprise, and can be incorporated into the installation visit, rather than
leading to abortive visits. Documenting decisions on location of meters and
sensors should be considered as a mandatory part of PERFORMER.


Proper placement of temperature sensors. Care should be taken with the
placement of temperature sensors. When measuring ambient temperatures, it is
important that they are not placed in areas that will receive direct sunlight or
other concentrated heat sources that will artificially skew the readings.
Consideration should be given to how the sun may move across a room during
the day, placing different areas in direct light or shadow. Sensors should also
avoid being placed to near to other heat sources such as direct artificial lighting
or being near to photocopiers or other heat-producing equipment. This is of
course unless the purpose of the sensors is to determine localised comfort or
occupancy conditions, where it may be necessary to place a sensor in less
preferable locations to represent localised user experiences.
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5. BEST PRACTICES CRITERIA AND GLOBAL RECOMMENDATIONS
This Best Practices guidance should enable any user to anticipate, install and maintain
any measurement equipment in buildings applied within an internal energy performance
process. It can also be dedicated to professionals who work on methodological
applications towards energy management such as the International Energy Performance
Measurement and Verification Protocol. Indeed, the Best Practices provided in this
document are technical and strategic recommendations to advise users on the best way
to manage relationships with the stakeholders involved over the process. While reading
the PERFORMER Best Practices, the users can be advised on:


The process to identify and define measurement points in a building to
improve its energy performance and optimise its usages.



The installation process of the equipment and solutions required to measure
and collect data.

An in-depth literature and market review also helped to understand the criteria of
success and to structure the Pilots’ Best Practices, in order to eventually build up a
consistent methodological process for proper recommendation guidance. This guidance
is dedicated to the Facilities and Building Managers in a first instance, as the key
stakeholders in the overall process. We finally suggested a well-built methodological
process which includes Global Recommendations (GR) as well as a consistent guidance
based on Success Criteria (SC). These criteria of success have not been defined as
bespoke indicators but rather as strategic directions and are summarised below in .
GR 1

Understanding and definition of the scope of activities

SC1:

Consideration of the existing communication protocols to ensure suitable new
equipment is chosen.

SC2

Consideration for whether non-intrusive installations are needed to avoid
disconnection of equipment and to reduce disruption to occupants.

SC3

Understanding the purpose of the equipment installation related to the
measurement points identified previously. The Building Manager can decide to
install new measurement equipment for many reasons and purposes:


Ensure the compliance of building systems with facilities requirements.



Improve building energy performance by saving energy and reducing
operational costs



Identify performance drifts and resolve building system malfunctions



Reduce occupants’ complaints and increase tenants’ satisfaction



Improve indoor comfort



Minimise operational risks and increase asset value
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Improve equipment and building systems life-cycle and maintain the
quality of a building over its life cycle


SC 4

Assist in achieving a building standard requirements

Anticipate the different phases of the process in order to ensure work quality
and prompt delivery

SC 5

Identify key stakeholders to be involved in the process until the operation and
final stage

GR 2

Planning

and

investigation:

application

and

development

of

initial

objectives
SC 6

Define roles and responsibilities and make sure that a coordinator will lead and
supervise the installation process and will coordinate all the stakeholders’ tasks

SC 7

Implement scope of work and schedule: clear goals, tasks, responsibilities and
planning have to be explained to the stakeholders prior to the installation
phase.


Plan the works for suitable times to minimise the disruption to building
occupants;


SC 8

Plan for contingency time in case problems arise

Review building’s existing systems and new equipment documentation: it is
fundamental for the persons in charge of the installation to make sure that they
understand both the new equipment functionalities, the location(s) in the
building where the equipment will be installed and how they will have to install
it. This phase should include a site visit to get an exact overview of the situation
and also a pre testing work of networks and/ or transmission distances to see if
signal repeater units need to be sourced or new cabling installed.

SC 9

Interview key stakeholders including the suppliers, prior to the installation phase
in order to anticipate any risks or lack of understanding

SC 10

Prepare bespoke reporting documentation for further experience feedback and
information recording. Such a report should include a description of the
solution, the benefits it will generate, the implementation process, the
connectivity aspects, the verification process, the issues raised during the
process, etc.

SC 11

Test development: check that the system performance meets the performance
requirements

SC 12

System testing: evaluate the building system performance, verify the calibration
of the sensors and measurement equipment installed
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SC 13

Integrate the new equipment installed within the Building Measurement and
Verification plan

GR 3

Installation and Verification process

SC 14

Implement the methodology previously described, verify predicted results and
check if system performance is achieved

SC 15

Ensure good coordination between all the stakeholders all over the process

GR 4

Reporting phase

SC 16

Provide installation experience feedback in a suitably agreed format in order to
record information and help in further building a commissioning action plan

SC 17

Update as-built documentation and manuals if necessary

SC 18

The initial experience feedback should also help to deliver qualitative
recommendations based on lessons learned during the process. Such
documentation should help and assist other Building Managers in similar
equipment installation.

SC 19

Establish a plan for ongoing and continuous improvement
Table 1: Summary of Global Recommendations and Success Criteria
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6. CONCLUSION
Deliverable 4.3 is a critical step in the transition from the “research process” of
PERFORMER to the analysis and replication phase.

The initial objectives of Task 4.3

were to evaluate the installation of the equipment required for the PERFORMER solution
on the four pilot sites and to provide experience feedback. Subsequently, a Best
Practices review and guidance was delivered based on the pilot partners’ feedback. It
was clearly explained why the PERFORMER Consortium decided not to deliver a
“benchmark” as the term was used in the initial DOW. The main reason was the strong
disparities and the lack of relevance to establish such a benchmark as it would not have
been possible to compare the devices installed on each site according to consistent
KPIs. However, the final Best Practices Guidance has been devised on the basis of
success criteria and follows a well-built methodology and approach to conduct further
successful installations within the industry.
This report gives Best Practices Guidance and key recommendations (Section 4)
dedicated to the industry and further projects which integrate a demonstration phase
similar to PERFORMER. Some of the contents could be potentially extracted from this
report and translated into publishable guidance so that others can refer to this
documentation as a lesson learned report and feedback.
As the next step, the results of Task 4.3 will be used in WP5 tasks and deliverables. The
Best Practices will be a key input for the development of the PERFORMER Monitoring
Protocol – a user guide for PERFORMER clients – and a replication strategy towards the
exploitation of the PERFORMER toolkit. This guidance will also help in the business
model development to exploit at the European scale.
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1. Purpose of the Sensor Commissioning/ Data Validation Plan
WP2 has seen the development of the PERFORMER Data Warehouse (PDW) as a core
repository for energy data measured at each of the pilot sites. It has also led the
development of algorithms and inverse modelling techniques to perform analysis on the
acquired data. During the deployment of the PERFORMER solution in WP4, pilots are
required to format and send data to the PDW for analysis. There is a logical need for
the information between each source and the repository to be checked for transfer
accuracy prior to relying on the data for future investigation during WP5. This should
ensure that sensors are working correctly and that no data is misleading or gives
erroneous indications when further processed. It is also sensible to verify at this stage
that the information due to be collected is still in line with what is required to furnish
the indicators derived for each pilot in Task 3.2.
The aim of this commissioning plan is therefore to set out an approach for this
validation process. While the physical work is deemed to take place as part of the
deployment activities of WP4, there are clearly strong links to WP2, as a feedback loop
will need to be created back to the software and hardware infrastructure that will rely
on the data.
2. Approach to the commissioning/ validation process
A dual approach is proposed for assessing the overall suitability of the monitoring data
gathered for PERFORMER and the subsequent data outputs. These will use:
1) Proactive methods
2) Reactive methods
Proactive methods aim to ensure the accuracy and suitability of the data at the point of
collection, or certainly before any post-processing or calculations have been carried out
using the data. In this way, any subsequent calculations should also be accurate.
Reactive methods act like a ‘second gateway’ check, where the outputs from various
calculations or post-processes are verified for their suitability. These methods also help
to check the correct operation of the data transfers and subsequent calculations
themselves (i.e. ensure that no data has become corrupt during the transfer from source to
repository, or used incorrectly in any subsequent calculations).
3. Proactive Methods
Initial/ setup check of sensors
Any meters/ sensors (existing or newly installed) that will be relied upon for the
generation of data for the pilot buildings should be checked for correct operation. For
newly installed sensors/ meters, this is likely to be a routine part of the installation
process. However, it is important that any existing sensors/ meters are checked and
their correct operation verified.
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This will require examination of the acquired data from the sensors/ meters in
whichever local visualisation tool is available, e.g. BMS, other interfaces for logging
equipment. Essentially, it should be checked that the sensor is reliably logging data and
that the values are sensible. Some sensors may need to be physically tested by
activating them to ensure they provided the required response, for example, checking
that window opening sensors work in both open and closed states. Anything found to
be performing incorrectly should be rectified by the pilot partners, each of whom will
need to provide confirmation that they are confident that all required sensors are
behaving correctly.
Actions:
Pilot partners to carry out a physical check of sensor/ meter data collection and correct
operation:
-

Primarily by examining output data (locally) from all sensors due to be uploaded
to the PDW

-

Some sensors may require activation/ forced change of state to confirm they are
working correctly

-

Manual cross checks of known values such as meter readings (visually checked)
with collected data

Set up of measurement units
There are many variables that may carry different units of measurement. For example,
gas fuel may be measured by its physical volume (e.g. m3), or by its energetic value
(e.g. kWh, BTU). But even once this is standardised, it is still quite likely that variables
may be measured with different orders of magnitude, i.e. kWh vs MWh.
This activity may form part of the previous task of ensuring that sensors and meters are
measuring correctly. It should also be checked that data from the sensors is in the
correct units and displaying the correct order of magnitude. The measurement units will
be transmitted within the meta-data to the PDW and will then be used for any
subsequent calculations. Hence it is essential that the units are set up correctly at the
source. If the pilot partners wish for the final measurements to be displayed in the
visualisation tools in different units to those collected by the sensor/ meter, the pilots
will need to arrange for the relevant conversion to take place within the data prior to it
being uploaded to the PDW. This may however not be possible all the time as the PDW
will be using analytics which have been developed on standard units of measurement.
Actions:
-

Pilot partners will need to check that the data collected by the sensors/ meters
is reported in the correct units and at the correct order of magnitude that are
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the requirements of the PDW. This will primarily be done by examining output
data (locally) from all sensors due to be uploaded to the PDW.
-

If the pilots wish for the final KPI data to be displayed in different units to those
used by the sensor/ meter, they will need to make their own arrangements for
the relevant conversion to take place.

Boundary setting
Pilot managers (with support from technical partners as needed) will need to set
sensible boundary limits for relevant parameters; this is not only useful for fault
detection and diagnosis but also a more fundamental check that the data is of the
correct range and magnitude for its anticipated use. This then forms part of the metadata that is associated with the variable(s) when uploaded to the PDW. A template has
been produced during WP2 which should be completed by the pilot partners and
transferred to CSTB for implementation on the PDW. This will only apply to sensors
where conditions vary (e.g. temperature sensor, CO2 sensor), rather than cumulative
meters and counters (e.g. electricity meters), for which no limit should be set.
The aim of this activity is to set realistic boundaries that may be expected for each
sensor during operation. If outside these boundaries, the data would be suspected as
being erroneous. For example, in a room it may be expected that the temperature
should not fall below 16ºC and not go above 28ºC if all services are operating correctly.
Hence, if the sensor returns a reading of 10ºC or 40ºC it would be anticipated that the
sensor is faulty or the heating/ cooling services are not operating correctly and require
attention. Based on the set boundaries, the PDW would reject the data when there is an
attempt to upload it and notify the pilot manager of the potentially erroneous sensor/
variable for them to investigate the fault.
We have also discussed the usefulness to specify boundaries for cumulative variables: in
that case, what has been suggested is to set a lower and upper limit for the derivative
(difference between the current and the previous value, divided by the time separating
the two measurements).
Once this calibration exercise is carried out at the start of the monitoring process, it
would not be anticipated to need repeating unless the activities within a space (and
hence the expected conditions) are changed.
Actions:
-

Pilot partners to complete the provided template from WP2 with due
consideration for boundary limits they would consider sensible for existing and
any new sensors. Pilot partners should refer to CSTB if assistance is required for
uploading this data to the PDW.
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-

Pilots should pay particular attention to the expected location of each sensor –
sensors of the same type will not all necessarily have the same boundaries, e.g. a
conference room is likely to have different acceptable boundary limits to a spa/
leisure area.

-

If it is not possible to estimate sensible ranges, Pilot partners should seek
support from technical partners (via the WP4 leader – CCC) who may be able to
offer advice on suitable boundaries or help investigate other possibilities.

4. Reactive methods
Trialling processes using early and/ or historic data
Historic data (or early data from new sensors) from the pilot buildings will be useful for
checking the initial stages of data transfer and any concurrent calculations. However,
since new sensors will be added to each pilot building, further checks will be necessary
once all data collection is live. However, by this stage, the technical partners should be
quite confident that the relevant transfers and calculations will operate correctly.
Actions:
-

Pilot partners to upload any existing available sensor/ meter data to the PDW at
the earliest possible opportunity, even if not all sensors are yet installed, to
ensure their procedures for the data transfer work correctly.

-

CSTB to check that data is received correctly to the PDW and that initial
boundary checks operate to accept or reject data.

-

WP2 technical partners (CU, CSTB, CEA, and SG) with software elements that
will perform calculations using the pilot site data to test the calculation
procedures on the example data (recalling data from PDW, running calculations,
transferring results to visualisation interface).

Verification of indicator values
We are currently checking with the pilot sites about the specific KPIs for building usage
that could be assessed by using the data collected from some additional sensors e.g.
occupation monitoring through motion detectors, and, window and lighting sensors,
etc. As soon as these KPIs are agreed, they will be communicated to ECG to ensure they
are also included in the visualisation platform. KPIs will be reported back to building
managers via the PERFORMER online visualisation interface. CU is tasked to ensure the
relevant KPIs are included in the visualisation platform for each pilot site. During the
implementation phase, it is possible that the original scope of the KPIs to be measured
for each pilot site may change due to practical or cost reasons. It is therefore necessary
to confirm that the required KPIs can now be expressed in the visualisation tools and
that the necessary sensor data is available to do this.
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Some KPIs may rely on un-metered, or external variables for their calculations, e.g. KPIs
that are based on occupied versus unoccupied days, or are based ‘per occupant’. If this
data is not automatically collected by the pilot’s BMS, by an additional PERFORMER
hub, or an equivalent third party data collection hub, it will be necessary for the pilot
partners to provide this data to CU in another acceptable format, to be agreed between
the pilot and CU. This may take the form of room use/ booking schedules, manually
derived use schedules, etc.
Actions:
-

WP3 partners to issue checking surveys to the pilot partners to confirm which
KPIs they still intend to measure and correlate the necessary sensor/ meter
variables from the PDW. (Appendix A lists the original indicators and
corresponding measurements initially proposed by the pilot sites during WP3 for
reference.)

-

Pilot partners should particularly check the ‘scope’ of application of the ‘System’
and ‘Zone’ level KPIs. E.g. initially KPIs may have been proposed ‘per room’, but
perhaps now it has been found more practical to accumulate them ‘per floor’ or
‘per building wing’. Any such changes should be notified to CU.

-

Where pilot partners have sought assistance from technical partners to specify
necessary sensors and meters, technical partners may need to participate in the
checking surveys for WP3 partners.

-

Where external variables are needed to calculate KPIs (e.g. CO2 conversion
factors, external weather data) technical partners may be called upon to assist
in sourcing the relevant data to support CU. CU have already developed a script
which gathers weather information from the nearest weather station through an
API. This has been tested in the UK, but will need further field testing in France,
Spain and Poland.

-

All pilots and technical partners should check the outputs from the
visualisation tools once live for final confirmation that data is correctly
represented.
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5. Conclusion
A series of activities have been proposed to form a commissioning plan for the
PERFORMER process. It is intended that by following each of the steps outlined in this
report during the initial setup/ commissioning phase of the PERFORMER solution, pilot
partners can be assured that information presented back to them via the visualisation
interface should be accurate and useful.
Some of these activities will only ever be carried out once to ensure the PERFORMER
hardware and software solutions are operating correctly (5.1 – Trialling processes with
historic data, 6.0 – verification of indicator values).
The remaining activities would need to be carried out for any new building using the
PERFORMER solution, to ensure the raw data was reliable prior to its use for
PERFORMER.
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Appendix A (to Commissioning Plan)
Table 2: KPI selection and sensor/meter requirements for St Teilo’s School
System/
area name

Type

Building
Building

Building
Building
Building
Building

Building
Building
Building
Building

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

Building Energy usage/ running cost
Building

Energy/

running

cost

savings
Building Ratio of average energy
use occupied vs unoccupied day
Building Average energy use for
occupied day
Building Average energy use for
unoccupied day
Building Energy use heat/ DHW/
cooling/ vent
Building Energy variable use items:
small power/ lighting/ other
Building CO2 emissions from energy
use
Investment payback (building level)
Return
level)

on

investment

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
Sum of system meters,

Sum of system meters,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,

(building

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Biomass heat meter,
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

PV system

System

Renewable electricity generation

PV generation meter,

PV system

System

Renewable electricity export

PV export meter,

PV system

System

Renewable electricity use

PV generation meter, PV export meter,

PV system

System

PV system

System

Renewable energy ratio (electricity)

PV generation meter,

& System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),

& System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),

Income/

savings

generated

by

renewable electricity

PV generation meter,

Heating
(gas
biomass)
Heating
(gas
biomass)
Heating
(gas

& System

biomass)
Heating
(gas
biomass)

& System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy
occupied day

use

for

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Heating
(gas

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

System Average energy

& System

use

for

unoccupied day

biomass)
Heating
(gas

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

System CO2 emissions from energy

& System

use

biomass)

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),

Gas meter (heating system), Heat meter (biomass system),

DHW

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

DHW heat/ flow meter,

DHW

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

DHW heat/ flow meter,

DHW

System

DHW

System

DHW

System

DHW

System

Cooling
units
Cooling
units

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System Average energy
unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

DHW heat/ flow meter,
DHW heat/ flow meter,
DHW heat/ flow meter,
DHW heat/ flow meter,

System

15

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (cooling system),

System

15

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (cooling system),
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System/
area name
Cooling
units
Cooling
units
Cooling
units
Cooling
units
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

System Ratio of average energy use

System

15

System

15

System

15

System

15

System

11

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

11

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

11

System

11

System

11

System

11

occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System

Average energy

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System Average energy
unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (cooling system),
Electricity meter (cooling system),
Electricity meter (cooling system),
Electricity meter (cooling system),

Electricity meter (ventilation system),
Electricity meter (ventilation system),

Electricity meter (ventilation system),
Electricity meter (ventilation system),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

Lighting

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Lighting

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System Average energy
unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Small
power/

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

appliances
Small
power/
appliances
Small
power/
appliances

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Small
power/

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed
use

for

use

for

occupied day

Small

System Average energy

System

unoccupied day

appliances
Small
power/

KPI for Review

System Average energy

System

appliances
power/

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

appliances

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Lifts

System

4

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

4

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

4

Lifts

System

4

Lifts

System

4

Lifts

System

4

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System

Average energy

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lifts),

Electricity meter (lifts),
Electricity meter (lifts),
Electricity meter (lifts),
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System/
area name
Cooking/
kitchen
Cooking/
kitchen
Cooking/
kitchen
Cooking/
kitchen
Cooking/
kitchen
Cooking/
kitchen

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System
System

System
System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System Average energy
unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),
Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),
Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Classroom/
labs

gas System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

supply
Classroom/
labs

gas System

supply
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System/
area name

Type

Classroom/
labs

gas System

supply
Classroom/
labs

gas System

supply
Classroom/
labs

gas System

supply
Classroom/
labs

gas System

supply

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System Average energy
unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Sprinkler

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))

Sprinkler

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))

Sprinkler

System

Sprinkler

System

Sprinkler

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System Average energy

use

for

use

for

occupied day
System

Average energy

unoccupied day

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))
Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))
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System/
area name

Sprinkler

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks

1-

11

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
Zone

11

Zone Energy usage/ running cost

ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks

1-

11

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
Zone

11

Zone Energy/ running cost savings

ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks
11

1-

Zone

11

Zone Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks

1-

11

Zone

11

Zone

Average

energy

use

for

occupied day

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks

1-

11

Zone

11

Zone

Average

energy

use

for

unoccupied day

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Electricity

Blocks

1-

11

Zone

11

Zone CO2 emissions from energy
use

sub meter (cooling unit(s)) Primary Ventilation (Electric sub meter
ventilation) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary Other
electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary Other electricity
(Electric sub meter (small power circuit))

Blocks

1-

11
Blocks
11

1-

Zone

11

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

Zone

11

Pollutant/ CO2 concentration

CO2 meters (consider appropriate scale),

Climate data

Outdoor temperature sensor, RH,

Building
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Building

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate maximum

KPI for Review

numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system installations
may allow fewer meters to be installed

Occupancy

Explore occupancy measurement,

Table 3: KPI selection and sensor/meter requirements for WOOPA office
System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

Building

Building Energy/ running cost savings

Building
Building
Building

requirements

are

approximate

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed
Building Energy usage/ running cost

Building

Note

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

Building

Building

requirements:

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
meter,

Building Ratio of average energy use Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
occupied vs unoccupied day

meter,

Building Average energy use for Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
occupied day

meter,

Building Average energy use for Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
unoccupied day

meter,

Building Energy use heat/ DHW/
cooling/ vent
Building Energy variable use items:
small power/ lighting/ other

Sum of system meters,
Sum of system meters,
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System/
area name

Type

Building

PV system,
Co-gen
Co-gen
heat

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

biomass &

oil CHP)

are

approximate

Building CO2 emissions from energy Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
use

meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat

Building

Investment payback (building level)

Building

Return on investment (building level)

System

Renewable electricity generation

PV generation meter, Co-gen electricity generation meter,

System

Renewable heat energy generation

Co-gen heat meter,

meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter, Oil flow meter, Biomass heat
meter,

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
System

System Energy usage/ running cost

or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass
system), Heat meter (co-gen system),

Heating
biomass &

requirements

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

oil CHP)
(gas,

Note

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

Heating
(gas,

requirements:

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
System

System Energy/ running cost savings

or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass
system), Heat meter (co-gen system),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

biomass &

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day

System

System

Average

energy

use

for

occupied day

Heating
biomass &

System

System

Average

energy

use

for

unoccupied day

Heating
biomass &

System

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass
system), Heat meter (co-gen system),

oil CHP)
(gas,

approximate

system), Heat meter (co-gen system),

oil CHP)

(gas,

are

system), Heat meter (co-gen system),

Heating
biomass &

requirements

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

oil CHP)
(gas,

Note

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

Heating
(gas,

requirements:

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Oil flow meter
or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system), Heat meter (biomass
system), Heat meter (co-gen system),

oil CHP)
DHW

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

DHW sub meter,

DHW

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

DHW sub meter,

DHW

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day

DHW sub meter,
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System/
area name

Type

DHW

System

DHW

System

DHW

System

Pump

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed
System

Average

energy

use

for

energy

use

for

occupied day
System

Average

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

DHW sub meter,
DHW sub meter,
DHW sub meter,

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),

cooling
Pump

for

slab water System
cooling
Pump

for

slab water System
cooling
Pump

for

slab water System
cooling

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System

Average

occupied day

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

for

slab water System

requirements

energy

use

for

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),
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System/
area name
Pump

Type

Total
No.

for

for

(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)

Average

energy

use

for

use

cooling

Note

requirements

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

System CO2 emissions from energy

slab water System

requirements:

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),

Electricity meter (cooling circuit pump),

System

4

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

4

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

4

System

4

System

4

System

4

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System

Average

energy

use

for

energy

use

for

occupied day
System

Average

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

unoccupied day

cooling

Ventilation

KPI for Review

System

slab water System
Pump

Sensor/meter

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (ventilation system),
Electricity meter (ventilation system),
Electricity meter (ventilation system),
Electricity meter (ventilation system),

Lighting

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Lighting

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
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System/
area name

Type

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

Lighting

System

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

requirements

are

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System

Average

energy

use

for

energy

use

for

occupied day
System

Average

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
Electricity meter (lighting circuit),
Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Small
power/

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

appliances
Small
power/
appliances
Small
power/

System

appliances
Small
power/
appliances

System

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System

Average

occupied day

approximate

energy

use

for

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Small
power/

KPI for Review

Average

energy

use

for

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

appliances

Note

requirements

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Lifts

System

2

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

2

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

2

Lifts

System

2

Lifts

System

2

Lifts

System

2

System Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day
System

Average

energy

use

for

energy

use

for

occupied day
System

Average

unoccupied day
System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lifts),
Electricity meter (lifts),
Electricity meter (lifts),
Electricity meter (lifts),

NEF
ground

System

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

unoccupied day

Small

requirements:

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed
System

System

appliances
power/

Sensor/meter

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

floor slab
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

requirements

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

NEF
ground

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

floor slab
NEF
ground

System Ratio of average energy use

System

occupied vs unoccupied day

floor slab
NEF
ground

System

System

NEF

System

System

use

for

Average

energy

use

for

unoccupied day

floor slab
NEF
ground

energy

occupied day

floor slab
ground

Average

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

floor slab
Floors 1 to
3, Floors 4
to 6, Floor
7

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters)

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct
Zone

3

Zone Energy usage/ running cost

flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub
meter (combined L&P circuits))
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

to 6, Floor

Zone

3

Zone Energy/ running cost savings

meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

3

Zone Ratio of average energy use
occupied vs unoccupied day

Zone

3

Zone

Average

energy

use

for

occupied day

Floors 1 to
to 6, Floor

Zone

3

Zone

Average

energy

use

for

unoccupied day

Floors 1 to
to 6, Floor
7

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct
flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct
flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub
meter (combined L&P circuits))

7
3, Floors 4

flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub

meter (combined L&P circuits))

7
3, Floors 4

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct
meter (combined L&P circuits))

Floors 1 to
to 6, Floor

approximate

flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub

7

3, Floors 4

are

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct

Floors 1 to
to 6, Floor

requirements

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

7
3, Floors 4

Note

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

Floors 1 to
3, Floors 4

requirements:

Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Ventilation (Duct
Zone

3

Zone CO2 emissions from energy use

flow meter (plus known fan speed)) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub
meter (combined L&P circuits))
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

requirements

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Floors 1 to
3, Floors 4
to 6, Floor

Zone

3

Zone

3

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

7
Floors 1 to
3, Floors 4
to 6, Floor

Compliance with minimum air flow
rates

Duct flow meters or single calibration for fixed flow rate,

7
Building

Climate data

Outdoor temperature sensor, RH,

Building

Occupancy

Explore occupancy measurement,

Table 4: KPI selection and sensor/meter requirements for Hotel de las Letras
System/
area name

Type
Building
Building

Building

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Building Energy usage/ running cost
Building

Energy/

running

cost

savings
Building Energy use heat/ DHW/
cooling/ vent

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Sum of system meters,
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Heating
(gas)
Heating
(gas)

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

small power/ lighting/ other
Building CO2 emissions from energy

Building

(gas)

KPI for Review
Building Energy variable use items:

Building

Heating

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate

use

Sum of system meters,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building

Investment payback (building level)

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building

Return on investment (building level)

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

DHW

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),

DHW

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),

DHW

System

Cooling
units
Cooling
units

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),

System

2

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (cooling system),

System

2

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (cooling system),
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System/
area name
Cooling

Type

System

units

Total
No.

2

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (cooling system),

Ventilation
(AHU)

and System

18

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

18

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

VRV units
Ventilation
(AHU)

and System

VRV units
Ventilation
(AHU)

and System

VRV units

18

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

Lighting

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Lighting

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Lighting

System

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lighting circuit),

Small
power/

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

appliances
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Small
power/

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

appliances
Small
power/

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

use

appliances

Electricity meter (small power/ general electricity circuits),

Lifts

System

2

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

2

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (lifts),

Lifts

System

2

Gas cooking

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas cooking

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

Gas cooking

System

Electric
cooking
Electric
cooking
Electric
cooking

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (lifts),

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (cooker circuit),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (cooker circuit),

System

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (cooker circuit),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Jacuzzi

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (jacuzzi circuit),

Jacuzzi

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (jacuzzi circuit),

Jacuzzi

System

Refrigeration
equipment
Refrigeration
equipment
Refrigeration
equipment

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (jacuzzi circuit),

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))

System

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Restaurant

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Restaurant

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

Restaurant

Zone

Restaurant

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (specified system))
Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))

System CO2 emissions from energy Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
use

Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

Restaurant

Zone

Pollutant/ CO2 concentration

CO2 meters (consider appropriate scale),

Kitchen

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))
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System/
area name

Type

Kitchen

Zone

Kitchen

Zone

Kitchen
Fitness
Centre/ Gym
Fitness
Centre/ Gym
Fitness
Centre/ Gym
Fitness

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))

System CO2 emissions from energy Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (lighting circuit)) Secondary
use

Other electricity (Electric sub meter (small power circuit))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

Zone

Pollutant/ CO2 concentration

CO2 meters (consider appropriate scale),

Bedrooms

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Bedrooms

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Bedrooms

Zone

Bedrooms

Zone

Centre/ Gym
Fitness
Centre/ Gym

System CO2 emissions from energy
use
Deviation from comfort zone

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))
Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter requirements: Note requirements are approximate
KPI for Review

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Offices

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Offices

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Offices

Zone

Offices

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),

Building

Climate data

Outdoor temperature sensor, RH,

Building

Occupancy

Explore occupancy measurement,

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))
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Table 5: KPI selection and sensor/ meter requirements for Baltic Plaza Hotel
System/
area name

Type

(gas)
Heating
(gas)

Note

requirements

are

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Building

Building Energy/ running cost savings

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building Energy use heat/ DHW/
cooling/ vent
Building Energy variable use items:
small power/ lighting/ other
Building CO2 emissions from energy
use

Sum of system meters,
Sum of system meters,
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building

Investment payback (building level)

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building

Return on investment (building level)

Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

System

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
Mains Electric Meter, Mains Gas Meter,

Building

Heating

KPI for Review

requirements:

Building Energy usage/ running cost

Building

(gas)

No.

Sensor/meter

Building

Building

Heating

Total

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Gas meter or heat meter, as appropriate (heating system),

DHW

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),

DHW

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),
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System/
area name

DHW
Cooling
units
Cooling
units
Cooling
units
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Ventilation
(AHUs)
Gas
cooking
Gas
cooking
Gas
cooking

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

Note

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed
use

DHW heat/flow meter (mains),

System

4

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (cooling system),

System

4

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (cooling system),

System

4

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (cooling system),

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

requirements

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Electricity meter (ventilation system),

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),

System

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

System CO2 emissions from energy

System

requirements:

Gas meter (cooker/ kitchen/ separate gas supply),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

System Energy usage/ running cost

Heat meter (jacuzzi circuit),

Jacuzzi

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Heat meter (jacuzzi circuit),

Jacuzzi

System

Swimming
pool
Swimming
pool
Restaurant
& Kitchen
Restaurant
& Kitchen
Restaurant
& Kitchen
Swimming
pool area

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

approximate

Heat meter (jacuzzi circuit),

System

System Energy usage/ running cost

Heat meter (swimming pool circuit),

System

System Energy/ running cost savings

Heat meter (swimming pool circuit),

System

are

installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

System

pool

requirements

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system

Jacuzzi

Swimming

Note

System CO2 emissions from energy
use

Heat meter (swimming pool circuit),

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),
Primary Heat (Heating duct flow sensor) Primary Cooling (Cooling duct

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

flow sensor) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P
circuits))
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System/
area name

Swimming
pool area
Swimming
pool area
Reception/
Lobby

Reception/
Lobby
Reception/
Lobby

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

requirements

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed
Primary Heat (Heating duct flow sensor) Primary Cooling (Cooling duct

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

flow sensor) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P
circuits))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Cooling

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

duct flow sensor) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined
L&P circuits))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Cooling

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

duct flow sensor) Primary Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined
L&P circuits))

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Cooling

Bedrooms

Zone

System Energy usage/ running cost

duct flow sensor) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))
Primary Heat (Heating flow and return meters) Primary Cooling (Cooling

Bedrooms

Zone

System Energy/ running cost savings

duct flow sensor) Primary Hot water (Heat meter hot water) Primary
Other electricity (Electric sub meter (combined L&P circuits))

Bedrooms

Zone

Deviation from comfort zone

Temperature sensors (consider appropriate scale),
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System/
area name

Type

Total
No.

Sensor/meter
KPI for Review

requirements:

Note

requirements

are

approximate

maximum numbers of individual meters; a detailed review of system
installations may allow fewer meters to be installed

Building

Climate data

Outdoor temperature sensor, RH,

Building

Occupancy

Explore occupancy measurement,
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8. ANNEX II: INSTALLATION FEEDBACK TEMPLATES
Baltic Plaza
Reading and logging energy and gas consumption equipment
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed
Main function

Reading

and

(describe what service it provides)

consumption.

logging

energy

and

gas

SAIA PCD3
PCD7.H104
AWD3
ALE3

Model / Reference number
Equipment manufacturer
(provide web site link if possible)

http://www.saia-pcd.com/

Hardware Standards compliance

Data Sheet
web page link or insert it https://www.sbcsupport.com/flippingbooks/SystemCatalogue/26as an object in the document)
215_ENG13/index.html#18
(provide

Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it
as an object in the document)

Comments

Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

A. Installation
Date

05-08.2014

Start time

N/A

End time

N/A

Duration

11 days excluding the breaks
between the below mentioned
processes:
Assembly works of system
components - 5 days
Wiring distribution - 3 days
Configuration, commissioning,
measurements - 2 days
Staff training - 1 day

Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration of N/A
power
switched off
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

How satisfied are you with the execution of the
installation per agreed time schedule?
Please underline the most relevant answer and
provide a brief justification.

Brief

justification

of

your

opinion:
There weren’t any unforeseen
problems

during

installation.

The whole installation consisted
in
1.

the
Analysis

possibilities

following
of
to

steps:

needs

and

manage

the

installation
2.

Preparation

of

3

variant

technical and economic offers
3. Selection of the variant and
contractors
4. Starting the commissioning
5. Implementation
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Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Not sure

To what extent do you agree with the following
statement?
The installation process meets the needs of my
building.
Please underline the most relevant answer and
provide a brief justification.

Brief

justification

of

your

opinion:
. The equipment was selected
based on a previous analysis of
the

building

and

hotel

management needs.
Nevertheless, we would have
preferred

to

install

broader/more

a

elaborated

version (more meters) but due
to budget limitations this was
not possible.
A more extensive version would
allow

monitoring

the

consumption

in

apartments

and

energy

individual
hotel

departments in an easier and
more accurate.
What was most successful about the installation?

It shows us new possibilities of
usage monitoring, which will be

Please describe it briefly.

useful for further projects in the
future.
The applied monitoring system
is a solution designed by a
renowned manufacturer in the
automation

industry.

The

devices from this manufacturer
are used in the operation of
control systems in the LHC at
CERN near Geneva.
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Open solutions give unlimited
opportunities to expand and to
get connected with systems of
other manufacturers. The most
crucial issue is the reliability of
the installed solution.

What could have been done better during the
installation in your opinion?
Please describe it briefly.

The installation could have
covered a broader scope.
Not all visualisations are
sufficiently transparent and
available (not all parameters were
visualised). The potential reasons
are :.
- Technical issues and
communication between different
appliances have a huge impact
on what we can and what we
cannot do. The selection of the
platform already imposes certain
limitations.
What is to be displayed on the
visualization should result from
the design of the system and the
interviews/discussion with the
investor.
- The way the data are displayed
should also be transparent and
tailored to the service needs.

Have you observed any unforeseen positive side Usage monitoring has a positive
effect(s) of the installation?

influence

on

occupants’

behaviour. We informed them
Please describe it briefly.

about the project and the ongoing installations in order to
make

them

more

aware

of

energy issues and management
in the building.
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Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

How would you rate the assistance provided by
the SUPPLIER / INSTALLATION COMPANY during
the installation process?
Firstly,

please

underline

answer

taking

into

the

account

most
the

relevant

Explanation of the given rate:

followings:

communication, preparation for the installation
(tools, equipment), technical skills and knowledge

We

still

didn't

get

all

documentation. No training was
provided to the technical staff

Secondly, please give a brief explanation of your
rating:

What

was

missing?

What

can

be

improved? What was most valuable from your

into

the

installation

Moreover,

the

company

didn't

process.
installation
propose

alternative solutions

point of view?

Taking

on

account

the

whole

Definitely yes
Rather yes
Rather no
Definitely no
Hard to say

installation

process, are you satisfied with the appearance of
the equipment at the end of the installation?
Would you recommend that the PERFORMER
installation process is carried out in this way in
the future?

Explanation

of

the

given

opinion:

Please underline the correct answer and justify
briefly your opinion.

There are no crucial remarks on
the

appearance

of

the

equipment.
When making a decision about
the building – and this kind of
decision-making

process

happens within a project like
PERFORMER - inspections are
carried out on site as well as an
inventory of all the existing
systems. The availability of asbuilt

documentation,

relations
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companies has to be analysed in
advance in order to prevent any
problems and anticipate further
verification process. There is no
place for ‘what if’ situation. We
need

to

have

detailed

information

to

select

appropriate

solution

or

to

upgrade existing ones whether
it is possible.

Any additional Comments

Supporting Pictures

A. Resource & Tools
Number of workers

4

Qualifications required

Electricity eligibility <1kV,
Qualifications in electricity and electronics

Tools needed

Comments

Employees conducting the installation were one automation service engineer and
two electronics technicians. Another person from the hotel supervised the overall
process.
Pictures
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B. Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected

Ethernet

x

x

3G

x

Backup connections

GSM

x

Backup connections

Featured

Selected

Wi-Fi

Other?
Security
VPN

x

SSH

x

x

x

Other?
Motivation for selected channel

Prerequisites
connection

for

internet WAN static IP
Remote access to system by using VPN: PPTP,
L2TP, IP

Comments

Pictures
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C. Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration
Description of each test

The main aim of the installation was to obtain a remote reading of electricity and gas
usage and consumptions. The installation was conducted in an accurate manner, in
compliance with network operators’ readings.
This conformity has been verified twice:
through personal readings from the meters,
Through the invoice settlements made by the operators.
In order to get a thorough and reliable reading of electricity consumption, an additional
meter should be installed for indirect measurement in the transformer room. Due to the
limited budget this could not be done during the implementation of the monitoring
system. The total energy consumption data is indicated in the SAIA system and
generated from the sum of the individual sub meters. This generates a sort of
distortion, resulting from the lack of measurement at the point of connection to the
property on which the hotel is located. The readings from each meters installed in the
building of the hotel are very accurate. Based on those readings, fiscal invoices could be
issued. The monitoring system in use meets these requirements.
The difference which appears on the invoice from the energy supplier and the reading
of the monitoring system is subtle and is only due to lack of physical measurement at
the point of connection (we do not grasp the voltage drops on the internal power
supply line between the switchboards in the hotel building and transformer station, and
we do not measure the switchgear for reactive power compensation).

Comments

Pictures
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Issues reports
+
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step

in

the

installation

After the installation

process
Duration
Description of the issue

We still didn't get all documentation. No provided training for technical personnel.

Solution

Installation company didn't propose alternative solutions.

Comments

Building

a

BMS

system

its

functionality

must

be

clearly

defined.

The type of integrated systems, applied transmission protocols and their scalability
must be specified. It is best to use proven and known solutions and devices that have
international certificates; in particular the matter concerns the communication
protocols. The perfect state of things is to have a comprehensive solution from one
manufacturer. We have then the full integration. Currently this is not so often.
Therefore, the process of system design is extremely important. It is during this step
that the whole concept is being created and here a verification of present and future
needs,

which

will

be

placed

towards

BMS

system,

should

take

place.

This is the moment where we ask the question whether our solution meets all
requirements.
Another
The

issue

best

is

the

design

accurate

badly

implementation

implemented

will

of

the

turn

designed
out

not

system.
useful.

Dialogue between the designer, the contractor and investor is the most crucial thing.
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Each such meeting is completed the protocol with clearly and comprehensibly
recorded findings, confirmed by all parties to avoid any misunderstandings later on.

Pictures
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Hotel de las Letras, Spain
Equipment identification
Equipment being installed

Main function

To

determinate

(describe what service it provides)

consumption

of

the
hot

water

water

in

DHW and heating system.
Model / Reference number

SUPERCAL 531

Equipment manufacturer

http://www.sontex.ch/supercal531_e.html

(provide web site link if possible)

by SONTEX

Hardware Standards compliance

Yes

Data Sheet
(provide

web page link or insert it as an http://www.sontex.ch/supercal531_e.html

object in the document)

Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an http://www.sontex.ch/supercal531_e.html
object in the document)

Comments
The meter was integrated in the BMS system already installed. This heat meter
was installed following the PERFORMER requirements.

Pictures
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Heat meters

BMS integration
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Installation Process Description and report

A. Installation
Date

November 2014

Start time

17 November 2014

End time

17 November 2014

Duration

1 day

Building power supply switched off?

Yes

Duration

6

of power hours
switched
off
How satisfied are you with the execution of the

o

Very satisfied

installation per agreed time schedule?

o

Satisfied

o

Dissatisfied

o

Very dissatisfied

Brief

justification

of

your

Please underline the most relevant answer and opinion:
provide a brief justification.
Although we had to switch off
the HWD suppliers, this time it
lasted

for

the

minimum

possible.

To what extent do you agree with the following

o

Strongly agree

statement?

o

Agree

o

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs of my

o

Strongly disagree

building.

o

Not sure

Brief

justification

of

your

opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer and
provide a brief justification.

We will be able to know
different operation parameters
related to DHW and heating
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consumption, thermal power
and instantaneous water flow.

What was most successful about the installation?

The easy way to install the
heat meter in the BMS via

Please describe it briefly.

MBUS. The devices allow for
communication through MBUS
protocol. This protocol is one
of the more extended in the
world

as

communication

protocol in BMS systems. For
these reasons you don’t need
an

expert

or

an

auxiliary

device to connect the devices
to the general BMS, and a
BMS technician could be in
charge of the integration*.

*The Heat meter installation in
the pipelines system was made
by a specialist plumber.
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What could have been done better during the Nothing
installation in your opinion?

could

have

been

done better according to us:
the switch-off is inevitable. The

Please describe it briefly.

installation was made properly
in time and in coordination
with the hotel requirements:
low occupancy day (Tuesday)
and low activity hour (start
time 3pm)*.

*Historical data of the Hotel.
Have you observed any unforeseen positive side Not for the moment.
effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly.

How would you rate the assistance provided by the

o

Excellent

SUPPLIER / INSTALLATION COMPANY during the

o

Good

installation process?

o

Fair

o

Poor

Firstly, please underline the most relevant

answer Explanation of the given rate:

taking into account the followings: communication,
preparation for the installation (tools, equipment), The installation was made as
technical skills and knowledge

we defined it in terms of time
and form. We used two work

Secondly, please give a brief explanation of your teams,

for

heat

meters

and

BMS

respectively.

The

rating: What was missing? What can be improved? installation
What was most valuable from your point of view?

integration
teams

know

the

architecture
implications

building’s

and
of

the

the

work:

switching off the HDW service,
clients

discomfort…

So

the

work was carried out in the
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best way possible based on
this

knowledge

information.

In

and

special,

the

heat meters installation team
revised and planned the place
of installation to reduce the
switch-off time of the HDW
facility.

Taking into account the whole installation process,

o

Definitely yes

are you satisfied with the appearance of the

o

Rather yes

equipment at the end of the installation? Would you

o

Rather no

recommend

o

Definitely no

o

Hard to say

that

the

PERFORMER

installation

process is carried out in this way in the future?

Explanation

of

the

given

Please underline the correct answer and justify opinion:
briefly your opinion.
If a building needs to monitor
the consumption of hot water,
the

best

installing

option
a

will

heat

be

meter

(accuracy, simplicity,….)

and

the best option to connect
these

devices

with

a

monitoring system (BMS) is
the

MBUS

protocol

(most

extended and widely accepted
communication

protocol

in

these systems)
Any additional comments
An alternative to the heat meter is the infrared meter. These devices are based on
the measurement of the heat by means of the IR radiation. It is not necessary to
switch off the supply to proceed with the installation, because the devices are
installed over the pipeline surface. The device takes the measurement in this
position by means of three different parts which allow the device to obtain data of
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temperature and flow.
The problems with these devices are:



The temperature measured depends on the state of the pipeline surface
(material, cleanliness, position…).



This device requires a complicated calibration.



Higher price than regular devices.



The accuracy of the measurements is lower than the regular devices.

Supporting Pictures
The installation was made in the next steps:
1 – Switching off the pumps of the primary circuit of the hotel heat system (The
hotel had some autonomy but the HDW service was cutting 6 hours).
2 – Closing the valves nearest of the point of installation to avoid the complete
emptying of the circuit (important).
3 – Cutting the pipelines.
4 – Installing the pipeline section to measure the flow rate.

5 – Fixing the new flanges for the pipelines.
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6 – Connecting the heat meters with the BMS.
7 – Re-starting the system (filling the section and starting the pumps).
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B. Resource & Tools
Number of workers

1 Engineer
2 Mechanics (Plumbers)

Qualifications

Mechanics (Plumbers): Pumps, tubes and welding knowledge.

required

Engineer: Heat meters, communications and BMS knowledge.

Tools needed

Plumbers (hacksaw, drill, faucets …), welding and electricals
tools.
PPEs

Comments
In order to introduce the meter, it is necessary to provide a method to clean the
water of the pipeline so as to remove it from the system.

Pictures

C. Device
Device capacity

Low, only a pipeline per device

Device power supply

24VAC 45/65 Hz or 12-24VDC

Device bulk (how big it is)

225mm x 200mm x 203mm

DIN rail ready (if not, report The calculator unit is a wall mounted unit, placed
any installation convenience)

next to flow meter units and temperature probes.

Comments
The capacity of a single pipeline should be enough to measure a whole building or
a little section of a room.

Pictures
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D. Telecommunication
Duration

1 day

Channels

Featured

Selected

X

M-BUS protocol

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM
Other?
Security
VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation for selected channel

Mbus

is

a

worldwide

used

protocol

for

metering

Prerequisites

for

internet N/A

connection

Comments

Pictures

E. Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

7 day

Description of each test
Verifying there are no leaks in the section where the system was installed (visual
check during a week).
Validating

the

parameters

measured

through

data

obtained
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measurement devices (external temperature devices, counter devices…) (once per
day).

Comments

Pictures
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Issues Reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:
Mitsubishi HVAC room controls Modbus Gateway
Equipment identification
Equipment being installed

Convert the Mitsubishi protocol
to Modbus protocol through a
special

Main function

gateway

to

use

the

sensors and measurements from

(describe what service it provides)

the

air

conditioning

devices

integrated in the previous system,
in

new,

open

and

modern

systems.
IntesisBox®-Modbus
Model / Reference number

Server

Mitsubishi Electric G50
- ME-AC-MBS-50
- ME-AC-MBS-100

Equipment manufacturer

http://www.intesis.com/

(provide web site link if possible)

by Intesis

Hardware Standards compliance

Yes

Data Sheet
(provide

http://www.intesis.com/pdf/IntesisBox

web page link or insert it as an _Modbus_Server_ME_G50_datasheet_e

object in the document)

ng.pdf

Manuals

http://www.intesis.com/pdf/IntesisBox

(provide

a web page link or insert it as an _Modbus_Server_ME_G50_datasheet_e
ng.pdf

object in the document)

Comments
Note that 150 control units are installed in the Hotel de las Letras to regulate
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the work of the Air Conditioning devices (temperature, flow…). In order to
control these 150 control units, three G50s units are used (please bear in mind
that the G50s units are able to communicate with up to 50 room controller). For
this reason it was necessary to install a MBS50 for one G50s and one MBS100
for two G50s.

Mitsubishi

MODBUS

MBS50

50 AC

G50s

controlar
New
systems

50 AC

G50s

controlar
MBS100
50 AC

G50s

controler

HDLL
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Pictures

Installation Process Description and Report

F. Installation
Date

September 2014

Start time

22 September 2014

End time

26 September 2014

Duration

1 week

Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off
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How satisfied are you with the execution of the

o

Very satisfied

installation per agreed time schedule?

o

Satisfied

o

Dissatisfied

o

Very dissatisfied

Please underline the most relevant answer and
provide a brief justification.

Brief

justification

of

your

opinion:
A week is a short time to
install

and

verify

the

new

system without switching off
the service. All systems were
working during the installation
without

troubles

for

the

clients.
To what extent do you agree with the following

o

Strongly agree

statement?

o

Agree

o

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs of my

o

Strongly disagree

building.

o

Not sure

Please underline the most relevant answer and Brief
provide a brief justification.

justification

of

your

opinion:
The connection of the new
system and the disconnection
of the old system were made
without

switching

off

the

service of Air Conditioning.
The Air Conditioning is the
most

important

comfort

system in a Hotel, so the
clients

did

change

not

and

notice
the

improved the system.
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What was most successful about the installation?

The easy way to make the
settings of the gateway. The

Please describe it briefly.

new

device

used

MODBUS

protocol, which is widely used
in all sectors including the
BMS

systems.

instructions

The

to

set

setup

of
the

device is simple and accurate.
For

these

complete
carried

reasons

the

installations

was

out

by

a

BMS

technician, and there was no
need

to

count

conditioning

on

an

expert

air

from

Mitsubishi.
What could have been done better during the The
installation in your opinion?

installation

properly

in

was

time

made

and

in

coordination with the hotel
Please describe it briefly.

requirements, and within the
time constraints of the hotel.

Have you observed any unforeseen positive side No comments
effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly.
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How would you rate the assistance provided by the

o

Excellent

SUPPLIER / INSTALLATION COMPANY during the

o

Good

installation process?

o

Fair

o

Poor

Firstly, please underline the most relevant

answer

taking into account the followings: communication, Explanation of the given rate:
preparation for the installation (tools, equipment),
technical skills and knowledge
The process of installation was
Secondly, please give a brief explanation of your easy,

the

work

team

only

rating: What was missing? What can be improved? needed to connect the new
What was most valuable from your point of view?

devices to the old controller.
This old controller was located
at an electrical cabinet so the
access was easy too. The work
team knew the building so
they worked in the best way
to

do

the

task

without

inconveniences for the clients.

Taking into account the whole installation process,

o

Definitely yes

are you satisfied with the appearance of the

o

Rather yes

equipment at the end of the installation? Would you

o

Rather no

recommend

o

Definitely no

o

Hard to say

that

the

PERFORMER

installation

process is carried out in this way in the future?

Please underline the correct answer and justify Explanation
briefly your opinion.

of

the

given

opinion:
The use of this kind of devices,
gateways, allows for accessing
the data of the different Air
Conditioning devices through
a

common

communication

protocol, no matter which is
the

initial
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system. As added value, this
change

is

made

without

cutting the services off the
system.
These devices can be used in
buildings
system

with
installed,

old

control

which

we

want to reuse in order to
benefit
savings.
Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures
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G. Resource & Tools
Number

of 1 Electronic engineer (in charge of the setup of the gateways)

workers

1 Electrician mechanical (in charge of electronical connections and
cable installation)

Qualifications

Knowledge of communications protocols (MODBUS, TCP/IP…) and

required

the gateway device.

Tools needed

Personal Protection Equipment.
Common electrical installation tools (screwdriver, scissors…)

Comments
n/a

Pictures
n/a

H. Device
Device capacity

High (two devices cover 110 rooms of
the Hotel)

Device power supply

9 to 30VDC +/-10% 1.4W.
24VAC +/-10% 1.4VA

Device bulk (how big it is)

107mm x 105mm x 58mm

DIN rail ready (if not, report any installation DIN rail EN60715 TH35
convenience)

Comments
The number of gateways needed depends on the connection scheme of the already
installed system.
Pictures
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I.

Telecommunication

Duration

3 days

Channels

Feature

Selected

d
Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM
Other?

X

Modbus modes Supported TCP, RTU RS232
or RS485.

Security
VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation

for

selected Modbus is a worldwide used protocol for metering

channel
Prerequisites

for

internet No internet connection

connection
Comments
The device support Modbus modes: TCP, RTU RS232 or RS485.
Pictures
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J. Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

10 days

Description of each test

TEST1: Check the communication with every room controller; test that every
parameter can be read/written (about 2 hours).
TEST2: Check the data collected by BMS with the room control panel (10 days).

Comments
The duration of test 1 is less than two hours (if there are no problems).
The duration of test 2 can be different to 10 days; the installation team
recommended 10 days from their experience.
Pictures

Issues Reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:
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Comments

The tests with MBS100 gateway took more time than expected because the original
factory settings were not ok, the device was setup to accept a G100 device not two
G50 devices. We asked the manufacturer for new software with these modifications,
after this change in the software everything was ok.

Pictures

iGreen
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

-

Monitoring the consumption of electricity,
water and gas

Main function
(describe the service provided)

-

in all building dependences and provide
information

-

to the client about these consumptions

-

in physical and economic measures.

-

To analyse the electrical consumption the
following devices were used:

-

WM14

-

I.G.A. Trafo 1 /
Electricity

Total

consumption
Model / Reference number

-

WM14

-

I.G.A. Trafo 2 /
Electricity

Total

consumption
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Lift 1

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Lift 2

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -
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XOSX

(elevator)

-

EM24

-

-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Air conditioning
Wellness

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Jacuzzis 6th floor

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Kitchen 1st floor

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Water

XOSX

bomb

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Shop

pressure

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Offices

and

XOSX

maintenance

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Freezer

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Kitchen

ground

XOSX

floor

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Restaurant

XOSX

illumination

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Lounge

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Lounge service

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Attic

XOSX
-

EM24

-

-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Kitchen Extractor
Frying pan

XOSX
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Oven

XOSX
-

EM24

-

Heater room

-

To analyse the

water consumption the

following devices were used:
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-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Water meter

XOSX
-

To

analyse

the

gas

consumption

the

following devices were used:
-

EM21 72RVV 23 -

Kitchen

XOSX

meter

EM24

-

GAS

Heater GAS meter

-

In order to ensure the right functioning of
these devices, the following equipment was
necessary:

-

5 RS485/ETH ORBIS Adapter

-

Industrial Computer AMOS-3001-2N12A2

-

Cisco Switch

-

Mobile Router

-

Cable UTP/FTP 220 meters
-

Carlos

Gavazzi,

EM21

and

EM24

(https://www.gavazzionline.com/)
Equipment manufacturer

-

ORBIS, RS485/ETH (http://www.orbis.es/)

(provide web site link if possible)

-

Embedded

works,

Industrial

computer (http://www.embeddedworks.net/)
-

To the rest of the devices the
manufacturer is not important.

Hardware Standards compliance

-

Mobile internet access

-

EM21:
https://www.gavazzionline.com/pdf/EM2172

Data Sheet

DDS.pdf

(provide web page link or insert it as an -

EM24:

object in the document)

https://www.gavazzionline.com/pdf/EM24DI
NDS.pdf
-

Industrial

computer:

http://site.embeddedworks.net/_ewdownload
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s/empc328/empc328_VIA_AMOS3001_datasheet_v120220.pdf
-

Not available for the rest.

-

EM21:

Manuals

https://www.gavazzionline.com/pdf/EM2172

(provide a web page link or insert it as an

DDS.pdf

object in the document)

-

EM24:
https://www.gavazzionline.com/pdf/EM24DI
NDS.pdf

Comments
n/a
Pictures

EM21

EM24

ORBIS RS485/ETH

AMOS-3001-2N12A2

Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date

January 2016

Start time

-

11- January 2016

End time

-

25- January 2016
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Duration

80 hours in total

Building power supply switched off?

Yes, whenever

we Durati

needed to include on
current

clamps

Less than

of 10

in power

minutes

lockers with a lot of switch

per

cables:

switch

Attic, ed off

Lounges,

off

Rest-Lounge

period

Machinery,

Rest-

Lounge Illumination
and Bocablo. It was
necessary to switch
off

the

power

supply in all kitchen
installations
because the access
to

these

facilities

was very complex.
How satisfied are you with the execution -

Very satisfied

of

Satisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

schedule?

time -

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.

The switch-off time in a building during
operation time is not ideal even if this
switching off is short, especially in a
hotel where clients’ comfort is key.
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To what extent do you agree with the -

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs -

Strongly disagree

of my building.

Not sure

-

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer The
and provide a brief justification.

system

meets

all

monitoring

requirements of the building: a lot of
points

of

measurements,

all

measurements are defined by the client,
deployment by parts (the system can be
installed

in

different

days

without

interfering with the normal work in the
building, although it is necessary to
switch off the power supply.

What was most successful about the -

The different devices are integrated

installation?

into the standard distribution panel
of the hotel, so the visual impact is

Please describe it briefly.

zero.
-

The devices are perfectly located and
accessible.

-

The track between measure and
meter is quick and easy.

What could have been done better during Try and prevent power cuts at the power
the installation in your opinion?

sources with Rogowski probes instead of
using standard current clamps.

Please describe it briefly.
Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen The implementation of iGreen system

positive side effect(s) of the installation?

requires the review of all utilities of the
building, so the owner gets to know the

Please describe it briefly.

condition of the power supplies and
gains a better understanding of the
building energy systems generally.
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How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance -

SUPPLIER

/ -

during

the -

COMPANY

installation process?

Excellent
Good
Fair

-

Poor

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Explanation of the given rate:
answer taking into account the following:
communication,

preparation

for

the There was not relationship with any

installation (tools, equipment), technical external company.
skills and knowledge.
Secondly, please give a brief explanation
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

Taking into account the whole installation -

Definitely yes

process,

the -

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end -

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend -

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is -

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Explanation of the given opinion:
Please underline the correct answer and The installation of iGreen is complex and
justify briefly your opinion.

it required a lot of time and work. In
some buildings it can be too invasive.
The

PERFORMER

installation

must be quick and light.

Any additional Comments
n/a
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Supporting Pictures
-

1 Computer locker

-

2 General power supply meters

3 General power switch meters
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4 Water meter connection

5 Kitchen meter

6 Mobile internet router and waterway of heater room

7 Gas meter of heater room
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8 Detail of installation cable link communications
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Resource & Tools
Number

of

-

workers

2 people to do the device and communications cable
installation with electrical knowledge

-

1 person to set up the overall system with iGreen
knowledge

Qualifications

-

Electrical power accreditation

required

-

Engineering

qualification

(not

compulsory

but

recommended to understand iGreen platform)
Tools needed

-

Personal Protection Equipment.

-

Common electrical installation tools (screwdriver, scissors…)

Comments

n/a
Pictures
n/a

Device
Device capacity

Device power supply

220 V

Device bulk (how big it is)

-

Depends on the number of meters that the building
needs.

-

Minimum: 1 industrial computer, 1 electricity meter,
1 converter RS485/ETH and a mobile internet router

DIN rail

ready (if not, report -

any installation convenience)

The meters are DIN rail ready. Computer and router
need a box or something similar for their housing.

Comments
Pictures
Telecommunication
Duration
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Channels

Featured

Ethernet

X

Selected

Wi-Fi
3G

X

X

Featured

Selected

GSM
Other?
Security
VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation for selected channel

-

Independent of the user’s LAN

-

3G network was available in the technical
room

Prerequisites

for

internet -

3G Network

connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

About 100 hours (80 for installation, 20 for tests)

Description of each test
After finishing the configuration of the iGreen platform, the system is switched on
and the technician must verify that the system receives data of all meters installed.
In each meter the technician verifies all the parameters defined: power, voltage,
current, power factor…
To run the test it is necessary to collect data for thirty minutes; verification of each
meter takes three minutes.
Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
The principal difficulty during the installation is accessing the main power cable with the
current clamp. This difficulty can be foreseen but you never know where or if it can be
solved.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation Install the meter and the current probe
process
Duration

15-45 min

Description of the issue
Impossible to install using current clamp, because there is space between cables in
the locker.
Solution
In this case: disconnect cables, install clamp and reconnect cable.
The general solution is the use of Rogowski probes, easier to install.
Comments
n/a
Pictures
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St Teilo’s Church in Wales High School, UK
Weather Station Installation
Equipment identification
Equipment being installed

Main function

Monitor and record cloud cover and solar

(describe what service it provides)

radiation at Pilot Site
-

Model / Reference number

Equipment manufacturer

-

Aurora Cloud Sensor iii

-

Aurora Eurotech

http://www.auroraeurotech.com/

(provide web site link if possible)

Hardware Standards compliance

-

n/a

Features:
* Sensors for cloud, rain, light and sensor
temperature.
* Suitable for use at rural and urban locations.
* Built-in heaters to prevent false alerts from
dew / frost / light snow.
* Sky temperature correction algorithm to
compensate for long wave radiation

Data Sheet
(provide web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

for different seasons and locations around
the world.
* Long term data logging, log files are suitable
for importing into a spreadsheet (.csv).
* Automatically uploads files & charts to a FTP
server.
* Relay output suitable for closing observatory
dome or activating other equipment
when cloud arrives or to signal clear skies.
NOTE : The relay will operate correctly even
when the computer is
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switched off or disconnected.
* Remote data access over a network.
* Power 12v DC, Power adapter available.
* Low power mode allowing the sensor to be
operated from batteries when away
from home.
* RS232 Interface (USB by using RS232 to USB
adapter)
* Supplied with 10m Cable and RS232/Power
connectors fitted.
We can supply shorter or longer cable (up to
100m) email for details.
* Case is waterproof to International standard
IP66.
* Software and firmware upgradable (Via
Internet).
* Compatible with Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8.
(Both 32 and 64 Bit versions).

Manuals

No manual available

(provide a web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Name of Installation Company

BSC limited (Swansea, Wales)

Installation company website

http://www.bsc-ltd.co.uk/

Date

18/12/2015

Start time
End time
Duration
Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off
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How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
Very pleased with the work carried out
to install the cloud sensor, used existing
duct work to run wire back to caretakers
pc

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

Cloud sensor data being recorded on
the roof in suitable location and the
data being available to view/download
from caretaker’s pc.

What was most successful about the

-

installation?

The minimal disruption to the
ductwork, and creating a water
resistant seal where the wire

Please describe it briefly.

could run down from the roof to
the caretaker’s office pc.
-

Short timescales for the work
carried out by the technical team
on site.

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

N/A
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Please describe it briefly

Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen N/A

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Would have preferred if the installation
answer taking into account the followings: company had informed me of when
communication,

preparation

for

the work was carried out as I would have

installation (tools, equipment), technical like to have been there myself. The work
skills and knowledge

that was carried out was carried out in
the correct manner and the system is

Secondly, please give a brief explanation working as it should be.
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Very happy with the appearance of the
Please underline the correct answer and cloud sensor and the way they have
justify briefly your opinion.

routed the wire back to caretaker’s office
causing minimal damage to existing
building.

Any additional Comments
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n/a
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

Qualifications

-

1 person in charge of the overall installation

-

Faculties Manager on site during installation as well.

-

N/A

required
Tools needed

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) – working on the roof

Comments
N/A
Pictures

company who carried out the installation

Device – Aurora Eurotech Cloud Sensor iii
Device capacity

Unsure

Device power supply

Unsure

Device bulk (how big it is)
DIN rail ready (if not, report any installation convenience)

-

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected

Other?

X

Hard Wired back into pc in the building

Security

Featured

Selected

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM

VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation

for

selected

-

channel

Cheaper than wireless option, and signal strength
not guaranteed

Prerequisites for internet

-

N/A

connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

1-2hours

Description of each test

-

Not so much as a test but certain instruments were requiring calibration

Comments
n/a
Pictures

n/a
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Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Post completion of the work

process
Duration
Description of the issue

Realised that weather station purchased did not have cloud sensor or solar
radiation sensor installed – wrong specification given to supplier

Solution
Install cloud sensor and solar radiation attachment separately at a later date
Comments

Pictures

Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

Monitor

Main function
(describe what service it provides)

and

record

weather

parameters

through a weather station installed on the roof
of the building
-

Model / Reference number

-

Davis Vantage Pro Weather Station
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Equipment manufacturer

Davis Instruments

http://www.davisnet.com

(provide web site link if possible)

Hardware Standards compliance

-

Needs to be MBus so that it can be
linked back to existing BMS

Specification
Data Sheet

sheet

-

http://www.davisnet.com/product_documents/weather/spec

(provide web page link or insert it as an _sheets/6152_62_53_63_SS.pdf
object in the document)

Console

manual

–

http://www.davisnet.com/product_documents/weather/manuals/07
395-234_IM_06312.pdf

Quick

Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an

Reference

Guide

-

http://www.davisnet.com/product_documents/weather/manuals/07
395-235_GSG_06152.pdf

object in the document)
Sensor

Suite

Installation

Manual

-

http://www.davisnet.com/product_documents/weather/manuals/07
395-249_IM_06152.pdf

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Name of Installation Company

BSC limited (Swansea, Wales)

Installation company website

http://www.bsc-ltd.co.uk/

Date

13/03/2015

Start time
End time
Duration
Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off

How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
Weather station was installed in as
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suitable a place as possible which was
near enough to Caretakers office.

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

Being a school it was important that the
weather station was out of the way
(reach

of

children)

but

also

still

accessible through door to the roof.
Data

from

the

weather

station

is

available via caretaker’s pc.
What was most successful about the

-

installation?

The minimal disruption to the
supply

Please describe it briefly.

Short timescales for the work
carried out by the technical team
on site.

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

Ensure that all parameters that were
required were being monitored and to

Please describe it briefly

give

Council

demonstration

representative
on

how

to

quick

use

the

software.
Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen Data being collected is being used as

positive side effect(s) of the installation?

teaching

material

for

the

science/geography departments.
Please describe it briefly
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How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Would have preferred if the installation
answer taking into account the followings: company had informed me of when
communication,

preparation

for

the work was carried out as I would have

installation (tools, equipment), technical like to have been there myself. The work
skills and knowledge

that was carried out was carried out in
the correct manner and the system is

Secondly, please give a brief explanation working as it should be.
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
I am a little concerned that the weather
Please underline the correct answer and station is slightly sheltered by nearby
justify briefly your opinion.

sports hall. Would have preferred if it
could have been installed on higher
elevation. Though due to the weather
station needing to be hard wired back
to caretaker’s pc there was a necessity
to install on particular roof.

Any additional Comments
n/a
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

Qualifications

-

1 person in charge of the overall installation

-

Faculties Manager on site during installation as well.

-

N/A

required
Tools needed

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) – working on the roof

Comments
N/A
Pictures

company who carried out the installation

Device – Vantage Pro2 Weather Station (console + weather station)
Device capacity

Console - 0.9 mA average, 30 mA peak, (add 120 mA for
display lamps, add 0.125 mA for each optional wireless
transmitter received by the console) at 4 - 6 VDC

Device power supply

Console - AC Power Adapter VDC, 300 mA, regulated

Device bulk (how big Console - 270 mm x 156 mm x 41 mm
it is)

Weather station - 356 mm x 239 mm x 368 mm

DIN rail ready (if not,

-

N/A

report any installation
convenience)

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected

Other?

X

Hard Wired back into pc in the building

Security

Featured

Selected

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM

VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation

for

selected

-

channel

Cheaper than wireless option, and signal strength
not guaranteed

Prerequisites for internet

-

N/A

connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

1-2hours

Description of each test

-

Not so much as a test but certain instruments were requiring calibration

Comments
n/a
Pictures

n/a
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Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Post completion of the work

process
Duration
Description of the issue

Realised that weather station purchased did not have cloud sensor or solar
radiation sensor installed – wrong specification given to supplier

Solution
Install cloud sensor and solar radiation attachment separately at a later date
Comments

Pictures

Heat Zoning at St Teilo’s High School, including the installation of 9 Kamstrup heat
meters, and 2 data concentrators
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

Main function

-

(describe what service it provides)

Heating for the building is currently
shown only for the entire site. In
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order to pin point areas that are not
performing as they should be we
have decided to break down the
school into separate heating zones
by using heat meters.
-

In order to collect the data wirelessly
from the heat meters, Advanticsys
has

provided

wireless

bridge

between the heat meters and their
own

Modbus

data

concentrators

which can then send the readings to
the PERFORMER Data Warehouse.
-

Heat Meters – Kamstrup Ultraflow 54
(DN80 x 2, DN50 x1 , G1 ¼ x 7)

Model / Reference number

-

Modbus

Data

Concentrator

(preconfigured) – Advanticsys MP333

Heat Meters - https://www.kamstrup.com/en-en
Equipment manufacturer
Modbus

(provide web site link if possible)

Data

Concentrator

-

http://www.advanticsys.com/?lang=en

Hardware Standards compliance

-

http://www.uk-

Data Sheet

metering.net/downloads/Ultraflow_54_Data_Sheet.pdf

(provide web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

Manuals

Kamstrup

Ultraflow

54

Heat

(provide a web page link or insert it as an https://www.kamstrup.com/en-en/productsobject in the document)

solutions/thermal-energy-meters/flow-sensors
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Comments
n/a
Pictures

Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date

04/04/2016 – 08/04/2016

Start time

08:00

End time

16:00

Duration
Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off

How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
We only had small window to work
during the school holidays as the parts
of the school that were being worked on
had to have the hot water/heating
switched off to install the respective
heat meters.
Towards the end of the week parts of
the

school

were

occupied

so

the

installation company had short windows
to work in each zone.
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To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

Time

will

tell

if

this

additional

information gathered about the heat in
the different zones actually helps the
staff to better manage the building from
a comfort level and from an energy
saving perspective.
What was most successful about the

-

installation?

The creativity showed by the
installers as certain pipework did
not make it straightforward to

Please describe it briefly.

install the heat meters. 1 in
particular

required

the

actual

pipework to be changed to allow
the heat meter to sit on a
straight piece of pipework in
order to capture accurate data.
What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

If there were no financial or time
constraints in an ideal world I would

Please describe it briefly

have liked the data concentrators to be
installed and tested/synced up at the
same time.
Heat

meters

with

Modbus

wireless

capabilities were installed in isolation.
Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen N/A

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
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How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Installation company were prompt and
answer taking into account the following: effective when they were on site. They
communication,

preparation

for

the realized

that

there

was

only

small

installation (tools, equipment), technical window to work in and because of this
skills and knowledge

they had more people working on site
than originally planned. The other option

Secondly, please give a brief explanation would have been to come back in 5
of your rating: What was missing? What weeks’ time to finish off the more
can be improved? What was most valuable awkward installations, where access via
from your point of view?

cranes may have been easier.
This was not required though, and
company finished installing all the heat
meters within the specific time frame
given to them.

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Cannot tell that the heat meters are
Please underline the correct answer and there, ceiling tiles have been replaced so
justify briefly your opinion.

the heat meters are completely out of
sight.
Installers were careful to install heat
meters in such an orientation that the
display

could

be
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required.

Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures

Trickiest location to install heat meter – picture on right shows the new pipework
layout that was required from original layout (left picture).
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

-

4 during entirety of the work

Qualifications required

-

Electrical/plumbing

Tools needed

Empty bucket/plastic wrap (protect furniture/carpets)
Crimp Gun
Wrench
Normal tool kit

Comments

Pictures

Device – Kamstrup 54 Ultraflow
Device capacity

Device power supply
Device bulk (how big it is)

-

DIN rail ready (if not, report any installation convenience) N/A

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected
PERFORMER FP7 project
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Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM
Other?

Wireless Modbus via RS232 back to2 x Data
Concentrators located in the school

Security

Featured

Selected

VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation

for

-

selected channel
Prerequisites

Wiring costs back to the BMS were too high, so wireless
solution for gathering data was preferred.

for

-

N/A

internet connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

minimal

Description of each test

Comments
Pictures
Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
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If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Very beginning – when receiving the heat meters

process
Duration

Couple of hours

Description of the issue
Kamstrup heat meters which were shipped over from Spain following preconfiguration with an ADV comms module not suitable for UK installation.
Meters arrived with male unions and no connectors

Solution
Go out and purchase connectors which would create watertight seal once installed
on the pipework at the school.

Comments
Contingency based in the financials, as we had hoped to receive the meters in
good time for the installation so that any additional fittings could be purchased
well in time for the installation.
PERFORMER FP7 project
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Pictures

Issue report
Step in the installation

Day 3 and 4

process
Duration
Description of the issue
Pipework for Heat Meter 5 was too bunched up to be able to fit heat meter in the
preferred location on the pipe before the pipework dropped down to the floor
below
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Solution

Trickiest location to install heat meter – picture on right shows the new pipework
layout that was required from original layout (left picture).

Comments

Pictures

Issue report
Step in the installation process
Duration
Description of the issue

Solution

Comments

Pictures
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Electricity Sub metering of AHU and condenser units (not currently measured on school
BMS)
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed – Electricity CT meter

Main function

-

(describe what service it provides)

CT meter to collect the current from
the circuits to the meter

Model / Reference number

Equipment manufacturer

-

350V

-

Micro 129133/11/068

CAMAX 100/5 CT 5A – ND meter 350

(provide web site link if possible)

Hardware Standards compliance

-

EN 61010-1 Installation Cat 3

-

IEC 61869-2

Data Sheet
(provide web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

http://www.camax.co.uk/product/hobut-micro-19-split-core-

Manuals

current-transformers-with-1a-or-5a-secondary-outputs

(provide a web page link or insert it as an
http://www.ndmeter.co.uk/cube-350-info---ndmeter.html

object in the document)

Comments
Cube 350 were used from a previous EU funded project to reduce costs, only problem was
the meter could only accept 100/5 ratio CT's.
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report
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Installation
Date

19/02/2016 and 07/04/2016

Start time

06:00 and 08:00

End time

16:30 and 10:00

Duration

9 hours and 2 hours

Building power supply switched off?

No

but

power Duration

Duratio

switched off to the of power n
circuit

boards

for switched

of

work

the AHU’s and Air off
Condenser

while

work being carried
out
How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
Pretty satisfied – maybe in hindsight it
would have been better had everything
been done at the same time. Delay was
caused as CCC had to procure additional
fuse to be installed at the later date in
April

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

Important to know usage of AHU’s as
they are on a lot of the time. Could
provide

financial

justification

for

remedial work to air handling system
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used at the school.

What was most successful about the

-

installation?

Keep costs down due to re-using
material which was installed for
previous EU FP7 project used by

Please describe it briefly.

SMS Plc.
-

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

As mentioned earlier, if CCC had known
what equipment that was necessary

Please describe it briefly

beforehand everything could have been
ordered beforehand which would have
meant only 1 day’s work and only
disrupting the AHU supply one time.

Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen

positive side effect(s) of the installation?

No

Please describe it briefly
How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Installation company were actually part
answer taking into account the followings: of the Performer consortium (SMS Plc)
communication,

preparation

for

the and carried everything out in accordance

installation (tools, equipment), technical to the needs of the project/building.
skills and knowledge
One of the installers kindly filled in the
Secondly, please give a brief explanation technical

details
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of your rating: What was missing? What retrospectively as PM from CCC was
can be improved? What was most valuable unable to be present during the first
from your point of view?

phase of the installation itself.

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Unable to tell that any work has been
Please underline the correct answer and carried out as everything has been
justify briefly your opinion.

housed in the same electrical cabinet as
before.

Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

-

Qualifications required

-

2 members of SMS plc

Tools needed
Comments

Pictures

Device – Superstatic 400
Device capacity

Device power supply
Device bulk (how big it is)

-

DIN rail ready (if not, report any installation convenience)

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Device –
Device capacity

Device power supply
Device bulk (how big it is)
DIN rail ready

-

(if not, report any installation convenience)

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM
Other?

Wireless MBus to Data Concentrator

Security

Featured

Selected

VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation

for

-

selected channel
Prerequisites

Wiring costs back to the BMS were too high, so wireless
solution for gathering data was preferred.

for

-

N/A

internet connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
PERFORMER FP7 project
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Duration

minimal

Description of each test

Comments
Pictures

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Very beginning – when receiving the heat meters

process
Duration

Couple of hours

Description of the issue
Kamstrup heat meters were shipped over from Spain following pre-configuration
with an ADV comms module was not suitable for UK installation.
Meters arrived with male unions and no connectors

Solution
Go out and purchase connectors which would create watertight seal once installed
on the pipework at the school.

Comments
Contingency based in the financials, as we had hoped to receive the meters in
PERFORMER FP7 project
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good time for the installation so that any additional fittings could be purchased
well in time for the installation.
Pictures

Issue report
Step in the installation

Day 3 and 4

process
Duration
Description of the issue
Pipework for Heat Meter 5 was too bunched up to be able to fit heat meter in the
preferred location on the pipe before the pipework dropped down to the floor
below

Solution

Comments

Pictures

Issue report
Step in the installation process
Duration
Description of the issue

Solution

Comments

Pictures
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Biomass Heat Meter
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

New Heat Meter to be installed on Biomass
Boiler

Main function

Previous heat meter on Boiler not installed

(describe what service it provides)

properly and this measurement is required for
baseline energy of the building
-

Model / Reference number

-

Sontex Super Cal 531

-

Sontex Superstatic 440

-

Sontex

http://www.sontex.ch/supercal531_e.html

Equipment manufacturer
(provide web site link if possible)

http://www.sontex.ch/superstatic_e.html

Hardware Standards compliance

-

Needs to be MBus so that it can be
linked back to existing BMS

Sontex

Super

Cal

531

-

ftp://Performer@server.sigma-

orionis.com/WP3_Pilot%20Data%20Collection%20&%20Model%20I
nstantiation/Pilot%20sites%20documents/St%20Teilos%20High%2
0School/St%20Teilo%20Services%20Manuals%20%20Datasheet/Biomass%20boiler/Heat%20Meter/Sontex-Supercal531-Heat-Energy-Measurement-Cooling-and-Flow-MeasurementRHI-Compliant---MID-Certificate---CE-Declaration-of-

Data Sheet

Conformity.pdf

(provide web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

ftp://Performer@server.sigmaorionis.com/WP3_Pilot%20Data%20Collection%20&%20Model%20I
nstantiation/Pilot%20sites%20documents/St%20Teilos%20High%2
0School/St%20Teilo%20Services%20Manuals%20%20Datasheet/Biomass%20boiler/Heat%20Meter/FT-531-e-03.pdf

Sontex

Superstatic

440
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-
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orionis.com/WP3_Pilot%20Data%20Collection%20&%20Model%20I
nstantiation/Pilot%20sites%20documents/St%20Teilos%20High%2
0School/St%20Teilo%20Services%20Manuals%20%20Datasheet/Biomass%20boiler/Heat%20Meter/Superstatic%204
40%20Data%20Sheet%202010.pdf

Super

Cal

531

-

ftp://Performer@server.sigma-

orionis.com/WP3_Pilot%20Data%20Collection%20&%20Model%20I

Manuals

nstantiation/Pilot%20sites%20documents/St%20Teilos%20High%2

(provide a web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

0School/St%20Teilo%20Services%20Manuals%20%20Datasheet/Biomass%20boiler/Heat%20Meter/0531P200%20Ins
tallation%20Supercal%20531%20MID%20DE%20EN%2012-032014.pdf

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date

29/04/2015

Start time
End time
Duration
Building power supply switched Off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off

How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
New meter installed as required, new
meter is RHI compliant
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To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

I do not strongly agree due to the fact
that

there

is

still

additional

work

required to gather the readings for the
new biomass meter through the BMS.
What was most successful about the

-

installation?

The minimal disruption to the
supply

Please describe it briefly.

Short timescales for the work
carried out by the technical team
on site.

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

Include the BMs specialists so that the
meter could be connected back and

Please describe it briefly
Have

you

observed

read through the BMS automatically.
any

unforeseen n/a

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Local Company based here in South
answer taking into account the followings: Wales carried out the work quickly and
communication,

preparation

for

the with as little disruption to the school as

installation (tools, equipment), technical possible.
skills and knowledge
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Secondly, please give a brief explanation
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
As well as just install the new meter I
Please underline the correct answer and would have ensured that the meter
justify briefly your opinion.

readings were captured by the BMS,
thus

having

that

company

during the installation as well.

Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

Qualifications

-

1 person in charge of the overall installation

-

Faculties Manager on site during installation as well.

-

NICEIC or similar electrical National Qualification

required
Tools needed

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)

Comments

Following muss be observed:
- Local regulations for electrical installations
- Local regulations for the use of energy meters
- Mounting information for the installation of energy meters and temperature
sensors according to EN1434-2 and EN1434-6.
Pictures
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Device – Superstatic 400
Device capacity

Unsure

Device power supply

24VAC 45/65 Hz or 12-24VDC

Device bulk (how big it is)

-

225mm x 200mm x 203mm

DIN rail ready (if not, report any

-

N/A pipework removed and replaced with

installation convenience)

the element of the heat meter solution

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Device – Sontex Super cal531 (display element)
Device capacity

Unsure

Device power supply

220...240V alternating voltage 50/60 Hz

Device bulk (how big it is)
DIN rail

ready (if not, report any

installation convenience)

-

45.3mm x 110mm x 138.1mm

-

This meter was placed directly next to
the Biomass flow pipe

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Feature

Selected

d
Ethernet
Wi-Fi
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3G
GSM
Other?

X

M-Bus-module with two additional impulse
inputs

Security

Feature

Selected

d
VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation for selected channel

-

Mbus compatible with the BMS

Prerequisites

-

N/A

for

internet

connection
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

minimal

Description of each test

-

No testing as such carried out, as it was a like for like replacement.

-

Display was checked that readings were coming through before the
installation company left.

Comments
n/a
Pictures

n/a

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
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No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Post completion of the work

process
Duration
Description of the issue

Mbus module used so that the data could go back to the BMS replacing the old
faulty biomass meter.
Due to the naming convention used when the meter was configured it was very
difficult to find which address this new meter could be given so that the BMS could
pick it up.

Solution
Contract separate job out to Building Controls Contractor to give meter a new
BMS address.
Comments

Pictures

Installation of Heat Flux Testing equipment at St Teilo’s High School by Saint-Gobain
Recherché
This template provides experience feedback on the installation of heat flux testing
equipment conducted by Saint-Gobain at St Teilo’s High School. As it mainly covers
modelling aspects and building envelope performance, it could not be integrated in the
scope of the hereby report.
However, the quality of the experience feedback was worth to be highlighted and
included in the Appendix, though.
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The aim of these tests is to measure in-situ the global heat loss coefficient (HLC) of one
classroom of the school as well as the U-values of specific elements such as its floor, its
ceiling, its walls and its glazing. ISO 9869 and QUB/e method from SG was compared to
inverse modelling technique developed by CEA in task 2.3. For that purpose installation
of sensors has been done following ISO standard [ISO 9869-1:2014 Thermal insulation - Building elements -- In-situ measurement of thermal resistance and thermal
transmittance -- Part 1: Heat flow meter method] and QUB method experimental
requirements. A scheme of the sensors installed is shown in the next figure.

This scheme represents the equipment used for the tests. We used 1kW and 2kW
heaters as QUB heating system; in order to program them and record the heating
power we also used wireless wall plugs (represented as big circles on the scheme)
connected with a Jeedom device. To measure the inside and outside air temperature we
used K-type thermocouples (represented as small plain squares on the scheme) wired
on Graphtec GL820 data logger (also plugged on wireless wall plug to measure their
PERFORMER FP7 project
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electrical consumption). Then to measure the heat flow going through the different
elements of the class room we used Hukseflux HFP01-10 heat flux plates also linked on
the Graphtec data logger. There are also two K-type thermocouples in the vicinity of
each HFP, one measures the air temperature and the other one measures the surface
temperature of the element.

We scheduled our thermal tests as follow:
-

The install was made on December 2015 the 22nd ;

-

A temperature regulation was programed until December 2015 the

26th when the first QUB program was launched at night fall;
-

From the sunset of December 2015 26th to the sunrise of the

following morning a QUB was performed
-

A new temperature regulation has been planned until the January

2016 the 2nd when the same QUB test as the previous one has been launched.
We then performed two QUB measurements and two temperature regulation
during this period. Data can be used for the three methodologies previously mentioned.

Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

From

these

measurements

SG

hope

to

understand the U-Value of building elements,
wall, ceiling and glazing. SG also wants to
measure

Main function
(describe what service it provides)

the

heat

flux

coefficient

of

the

classroom. From this data we are able to carry
out calculations to determine the heat loss
through thermal bridging and infiltrations.
Data also being used for the QubE method and
the inverse modelling work being carried out by
CEA.

Model / Reference number

-

Heat Flux Plates – HukesFlux HP0110 x 8
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-

Datalogger – Graphtec GL 820 x 2

-

Surface

temp

sensors

x

7

(+2

outside)
-

Air Temperature Sensor x 12 (+1
outside)

-

Electric Heater – Dimplex Eco Cadiz
2kw x 1

-

Electric Heater – supplied by SG x 2

-

Electricity Power Monitors x 2

Equipment manufacturer

http://www.hukseflux.com/product/hfp01

(provide web site link if possible)

http://graphteccorp.com/instruments/gl820/inde
x.html

Hardware Standards compliance

http://www.hukseflux.com/sites/default/files/product_bro
chure/HFP01%20v1003.pdf

Data Sheet

(provide web page link or insert it as an http://graphteccorp.com/instruments/gl820/gl82
object in the document)
0_brochure.pdf
Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Wall plug

Heat flux plate

Graphtec GL820

SG electrical heater

Installation Process Description and report
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The first step consists in installing the heat flux plates (Hukseflux) needed for local heat
losses measurement on few specific elements. These have been defined prior the venue
in the building. It consists in sticking the HFP using a thermal paste on the elements
with tape.
The second step consists in installing the temperature measurement devices to record
inside an outside air temperature evolution. For that purpose few sensors have to be
spread in all the building:
-

for inside air temperature measurements

-

for air temperature in the vicinity of heat flux plates

-

for outside air temperature measurements

The next step consists in plugging all the sensors installed into dataloggers (Graphtec)
to monitor the parameter evolution.
The final step is the heating system preparation. It has to include installation of heating
elements to perform the heat load and programmers to automatically turn on and off
the previous elements. We used here one heater with thermostat to never go below
20°C inside and two additional heaters to perform constant heat load for QUB/e
measurement. All of these heaters are plugged on Fibaro wall plug to continuously
measure the electrical power use.

Installation
Date

22/12/2015

Start time

07:30

End time

11:00

Duration

3:30

Building power supply switched Off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off
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How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
No complication occur on site

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

What was most successful about the The
installation?

time

schedule

Please describe it briefly.

left enough space to install

all of the sensors

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?
Please describe it briefly
you

respected

because only three people were in the
room and

Have

was

observed

any

unforeseen

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
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How

would

provided

you

rate

by

the

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

-

NA

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

carried out in this way in the future?

-

NA

INSTALLATION

the

assistance

COMPANY

installation process?
Firstly, please underline the most relevant
answer taking into account the followings:
communication,

preparation

for

the

installation (tools, equipment), technical
skills and knowledge
Secondly, please give a brief explanation
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

are

you

satisfied

with

Please underline the correct answer and
justify briefly your opinion.

Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures
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Resource & Tools
Number
workers

of

-

2 members of Saint Gobain Recherché

-

Faculties Manager and CCC Project Manager on site during
installation as well.

Qualifications

-

Technician skills

-

Screwdriver

-

Thermal paste

-

Adhesive tape

required
Tools needed

Comments

Pictures
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Device – Hukseflux HFP 01
Device capacity

n/a

Device power supply

none

Device bulk (how big it is)

small

DIN rail ready (if not, report any installation convenience)
n/a
Comments
n/a
Pictures

Device – Heaters
Device capacity

1 kW or 2 kW

Device power supply

Usual electrical plug

Device bulk (how big it is)

Not big

DIN rail ready

(if not, report any installation convenience) n/a

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Device – Graphtec GL820
Device capacity

Up to 20 sensors to be plugged
in

Device power supply

Usual electrical plug

Device bulk (how big it is)

Not big

DIN

rail

ready

(if

not,

report

any

installation n/a

convenience)

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

15 minutes

Description of each test

-

Control of K-type thermocouples: put it in a hand to confirm the reading
temperature is rising

-

Control of heat flux plate: checking it is well stuck to the element and it’s
not moving

-

Control of heating power system: insure the on/off button is turned on, the
right heating power is chosen (check the power button) and that the set
point temperature is at its highest

-

Control wireless power system: test the wireless heating power with a very
short heating phase to ensure the start and stop of the system

-

Control the Graphtec GL820 : ensure the data logger is plugged on grid; the
Graphtec is recording; the recording frequency is ok and there is no burn out
for the K-type thermocouples
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Comments
Pictures

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
2 issues have been raised during the installation process.

Issue report
Step in the installation

Control the wireless power system

process
Duration

5 minutes

Description of the issue
At the very end of the install, the heating system for the temperature regulation
and the Graphtec data logger were on the same multiple electric outlets. The plugs
were very close one to another and during a final adjustment on the heating
system; the wireless wall plug has been switched off in the process. The Graphtec
data logger that was then so far on the electrical grid was now on battery. The
device didn’t last the whole duration of the tests.

Solution
Avoid plugging the Graphtec data logger with a wireless wall plug.
Comments

Pictures

Issue report
Step

in

the

uninstall

Removing scotch tape on paint

process
Duration

1 minute by heat flux plate
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Description of the issue
The Heat flux plates have been stick to the several elements of the class room with
scotch tape during the install process. A protection is made for a large part of the
element (wall, ceiling…) where is the sensor; however some scotch tape has to be
stuck on the element to fix the heat flux plate. When it is removed, depending on
the type of paint and the type of scotch tape, it may happen that the paint is
cracked or removed on small parts of the element.

Solution
Find another fixing point for the heat flux plates on walls or use a very specific
scotch tape to avoid this issue.
Comments

Pictures

Synthesis
As a conclusion the tests encounter two issues:
-

One has major consequences but is due to a lack of attention in the final
verification. This could have been avoided by more attention and avoiding multi
user actions at this very final step.

-

The second is due to the installation techniques of the heat flux plates. As it
needs to be stuck on the vertical walls adhesive tape has been used and leads to
paint removal of the existing wall. It is therefore necessary to identify a “nondestructive” tape which will still allow good fixing of the sensors.
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Following (ISO 9869) here are few guidelines to install the heat flux plates:
-

“The appropriate location(s) may be investigated by thermography […]. Sensors
shall be mounted in such a way so as to ensure a result which is representative
of the whole element.” For example cold points created by metallic stud which
shall not be considered to place to the heat flux plate. The sensor has to be
installed on a homogeneous zone in between to assess a representative value of
the heat loss. For heat flux plate installed an IR picture of it with it surrounding
should be taken and integrated in the reporting.

-

“HFMs shall not be installed in the vicinity of thermal bridges, cracks or similar
sources of error.” A sensor located close to a thermal bridge will indicate a
higher heat loss not representative of the element. In order to avoid this we
recommend locating heat flux plates at a distance greater than 500mm from
junctions.

-

“Sensors shall not be under the direct influence of either a heating or a cooling
device or under the draught of a fan.” It can be heaters used in the
measurement, or in-house electrical devices which cannot be stopped such as
fridge…

-

“The HFM shall be in direct thermal contact with the surface of the element over
the whole area of the sensor. A thin layer of thermal contact paste can be used
for this purpose”. For this rough surfaces has to be avoided and the use of
silicon thermal paste has to be considered.

Main recommendations for the choice of the temperature sensor location are:
-

Avoid locating sensors too close of heat sources (such as heating elements,
dataloggers or even in house electrical equipment which could dissipates heat)

-

Avoid locating sensors for high clearance volumes (try to limit to 3.5m of
clearance)

-

Locate the sensor between 1 and 2 meters above the ground. If it is not possible
to suspend the sensor from the ceiling it can be place on furniture or fixed to an
internal partition wall at the requested height.

It is recommended to install at least one sensor outside of the building protected from
direct solar radiations (north façade has to be favoured)
Main recommendations for the location of the heaters are:
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-

Use as many low power sources as possible and spread it in all the building

-

Locate heaters close to losses area (it means close to the envelope)

-

For fan heating element the flow shall not be blow on the fabric

-

Avoid locating heaters too close to sensors

Here are few best practices:
-

The whole building energy supply is usually limited by 6 to 9 kW (for nonelectrical in-house heating system) and needs to be checked before installation

-

Several heaters can be connected to a couple of power meter/programmer

-

Power meter and time programmer need to support the electrical intensity which
shall be delivered to downstream connected heaters (see specifications)

In general the coactivity should be avoided. For the installation process it is
recommended to work alone on-site. Before leaving the room to start the measurement
the verification process is recommended to be done alone as a very last step and in the
following order:
-

Control of K-type thermocouples: put it in a hand to confirm the reading
temperature is rising

-

Control of heat flux plate: checking it is well stuck to the element and it’s not
moving

-

Control of heating power system: insure the on/off button is turned on, the right
heating power is chosen (check the power button) and that the set point
temperature is at its highest

-

Control wireless power system: test the wireless heating power with a very short
heating phase to ensure the start and stop of the system

-

Control the Graphtec GL820 : ensure the data logger is plugged on grid; the
Graphtec is recording; the recording frequency is ok and there is no burn out for
the K-type thermocouples
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Woopa Office Building, France
Pollustat E thermal meters (SENSUS)
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

Main function
(describe what service it provides)

Wood boiler & Cogeneration Thermal Meters

Model / Reference number

Pollustat E

Equipment manufacturer
(provide web site link if possible)

SENSUS

Hardware Standards compliance

MID MI 004 approval based on EN 1434 – class
2

Data Sheet
(provide web page link or insert it as an See attachment
object in the document)

Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

See attachment

Comments

Ultrasonic Flow metering Technology.
4 similar meters installed on 4 boilers : :
-

Biomass 1 : 1 meter connected to boiler return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on
boiler flow and return

-

Biomass 2 : 1 meter connected to boiler return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on
boiler flow and return

-

Biomass 3 : 1 meter connected to boiler return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on
boiler flow and return

-

Cogeneration : 1 meter connected to boiler return (DN 32) + 2 sensor pockets on
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boiler flow and return
Pictures

Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date
- 08/09/2015 : hydraulic installation (2
plumbers)
- 13/10/2015 : power supply wiring &
BMS signal (1 electrician )
- 15 - 16 /10 2015 : Commissioning (1
technician

SENSUS)

and

programming (1 control technician)

Start time
- Hydraulics : 8h
- Cabling : 8h
- Programming 8h
- Commissioning : 8h

End time
- Hydraulics : 17h
- Cabling : 17h
- Programming : 17h
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- Commissioning : 12h

Duration
- Hydraulics : 7h (2 persons)
- Cabling : 7h (1 persons)
- Programming : 14h (1 persons)
- Commissioning : 4h (1 persons)

Building power supply switched off?

Yes

–

hydraulic Duration

connection

of power

conducted

during switched

8h

non-heating season off
(no production of
hot

water

during

this time – storage
only)
How satisfied are you with the execution
of

the

installation

per

agreed

schedule?

time

-

Satisfied

Brief justification of your opinion:

Please underline the most relevant answer Long preparation time required before
and provide a brief justification.

the installation stage :
-

Management of 3subcontractors.

-

3 preliminary site visits

-

3 orders.

-

3 x planning for intervention as it
is

impossible to

conduct

the

different actions at the same
time.
-

The facility manager and the
client have both to be informed
of the on-going process (client
checks the installation site – the
technician is the one who knows
how the installation works, and
gives therefore his approval and
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also have to attend the whole
installation).
This preliminary work is essential to
ensure

that

the

work

is

executed

properly.

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

The installation of the 4 meters will
enable to dissociate the heat production
from the different heating systems :
-

Gas boiler

-

Wood boilers

-

Cogeneration

They will also be used to ensure that the
cascade

between

each

boiler

works

correctly (priority order: cogeneration,
wood then gas).
However the heat production meter
located on the primary circuit may have
been enough to assess the total heating
needs of the building.
Invoices are already used to dissociate
the consumptions from each system (oil,
gas and wood) although it is not very
accurate.
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What was most successful about the
installation?

Good job realised by the subcontractors
as they already knew the building.

Please describe it briefly.
What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

A

preliminary

meeting with all the

stakeholders would have been useful for
Please describe it briefly

a

better/more

efficient

organisation

between each.

Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen

positive side effect(s) of the installation?

No

Please describe it briefly
How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Explanation of the given rate:
answer taking into account the followings:
communication,

preparation

for

the Good job realised by the subcontractors

installation (tools, equipment), technical as they :
skills and knowledge

-

Knew

the

building

and

the

technician already
Secondly, please give a brief explanation

-

Are experts in their domain

of your rating: What was missing? What

-

Used to working with COFELY

can be improved? What was most valuable

Services habitués à travailler avec

from your point of view?

COFELY

Services

agreement)
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Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Explanation of the given opinion:
Please underline the correct answer and
justify briefly your opinion.

The

meters

were

properly

installed

(clean welds and no leaks). So were
electric cabling and BMS connection.
They are similar and compatible with
those already in place. Compatibility
with existing BMS has been respected.
In order to install this type of product
correctly, it therefore important to follow
the process accordingly :
-

Purchase high quality equipment
(SENSUS is the leader on the
European metering market)

-

Work with installers who know
the product and who are used to
installing it.

-

Work with installers who know
the building.

-

Take

the

seriously.

Any additional Comments

Supporting Pictures
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-

-

Data recovery automaton system :

-

US Flow rate sensor :

-

Integrator :

-

-

-
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-

-

Return Temperature measurement tap :

-

-

Supply Temperature measurement tap :

-
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-
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Resource & Tools
Number of workers

Qualifications required

Tools needed

-

2 plumbers

-

1 electrician

-

1 control technician

-

1 facility technician + 1 engineer for coordination

-

Plumber

-

Electrician

-

Control technician

-

Thermic, hydraulics

Plumbing and Electricity materials
PC for meters settings on the BMS

Comments

n/a
Pictures
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Device
Device capacity
No memory available

Device power supply
230 or 24 V

Device bulk (how big it is)
125*52*159 mm
See manuals in attachment (size of the
pipeline)

DIN rail

ready (if not, report any installation

convenience)

Wall support or possibility to connect
to pipeline

Comments
Pictures

Telecommunication
Duration
2 days of programming for 4 meters.

Channels

Featured

Selected

Other?

Modbus

yes

Security

Featured

Selected

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM

VPN
SSH
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Other?
Security system of the BMS on site

Motivation for selected channel
Only one possibility

Prerequisites

for

internet

connection

BMS

or

remote-transmission

automaton

required

Comments
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration
30 minutes per meter

Description of each test

Final tests conducted by the meters manufacturer.
See report on commissioning for details and types of tests.

Comments
Pictures

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
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If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation
process

Final tests

Duration
1h

Description of the issue

Vibrations from the water line disturbed the data measurement and the accuracy of
the measures (cogeneration meter only).

Solution

The meter integrator was moved from the pipeline to a stable support (fixed to the
wall).

Comments
Pictures

Qualisteo NIALM solution
Equipment identification

Equipment being installed

By

Main function
(describe what service it provides)

analysing

a

building’s

total

electrical

consumption, the NIALM solution can:
-

detect appliances in operation,

-

indicate
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consumption of each appliance
The data collected enables energy savings by:
-

identifying faulty appliances,

-

detecting

programming

errors

or

failure to follow planned operation
(e.g., night-time lighting),
-

facilitating the technical management
of buildings.

Model / Reference number

-

Qualisteo’s Lynx Box

Equipment manufacturer

-

Qualisteo

(provide web site link if possible)

-

http://qualisteo.com/ws/

Hardware Standards compliance

Data Sheet

-

No particular requirements

-

Not available

(provide web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an http://www.qualisteo.com/dynsite/en/
object in the document)

Comments
n/a
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date

03/02/2015

Start time

8 am

End time

2 pm

Duration

5.5 hours

Building power supply switched Off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off

How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief justification of your opinion:
and provide a brief justification.
The installation of a NIALM solution
takes about a day. We expected the
installation on the Woopa building to
take less than a working day.
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To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

The

Woopa

building

already

tested

another NIALM solution available on the
market and the Building Manager was
willing to understand the similarities and
disparities between both the solutions.
The Performer project was a great
opportunity

to

solution

order

in

test
to

the

Qualisteo

optimise

the

building’s overall electric consumption.

What was most successful about the

-

installation?

The installation process has been
conducted in a very safe and
efficient way.

Please describe it briefly.

-

The supervision of the process
has been carried out by the
technical team on site.

-

Feedback was up to the project
team’s expectations.

What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?

It

is

always

technical
Please describe it briefly

and

interesting

to

non-technical

gather
persons

involved in a project when conducting
such an installation to share knowledge
and skills.

Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen n/a

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
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How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Explanation of the given rate: Qualisteo
answer taking into account the followings: conducted the installation on site as
communication,

preparation

for

the they

explained

installation (tools, equipment), technical communication
skills and knowledge

it

to

and

us.

A

good

relationship

had

been established in the first instance
between them, the project team and the

Secondly, please give a brief explanation technical team on site in order to
of your rating: What was missing? What facilitate the process. All the tools and
can be improved? What was most valuable skills
from your point of view?

were

gathered

to

make

the

installation as successful as expected. A
first feedback was sent to the project
team straight away in order for us to
understand the areas of improvement to
take into consideration in the future.

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Explanation of the given opinion:
Please underline the correct answer and It was the choice of the project team to
justify briefly your opinion.

use a non-intrusive solution so the
inconvenience in terms of appearances
is the numerous cables plugged onto
the main electric board.

Any additional Comments
n/a
Supporting Pictures
1. Dismantlement of the contact hazard protection covers (10 mins)
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2. Preparation of the current transformer clamps (identification of the sensors
and circuit breakers in the main electric board – 30 mins)

3. Checking of the right order of each take-off to be equipped (10 mins)
4. Installation of the current sensors in the electric board (60 mins)

5. Connection of the sensors to 2 terminals (45 mins)
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6. Connection of the terminals to the Lynx box / acquisition unit (30 mins)

7. Installation of the communication modem, the 3G channel and the
connection to the Lynx box

8. Test of the current measurement (15 mins)
9. Connection of the current measurement onto a three-pole 10A circuit
breaker in the electric board and to the Lynx box then (10 mins)
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10. Lynx box switching on
11. Function control (30 mins test)
12. Putting the cables back in the board and the contact hazard protection
covers too

-
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Resource & Tools
Number

of

workers

-

1 person in charge of the overall installation

-

1 person in charge of the security on site, especially when
installing the equipment in the electric board

Qualifications

-

Electrical power & automation degree/qualification

required

-

Electrical accreditation (e.g. French BR accreditation )

Tools needed

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)

Comments

n/a
Pictures

Device
Device capacity

Low

Device power supply

220 V

Device bulk (how big it is)

DIN rail

ready (if not, report

any installation convenience)

-

1 PC

-

1 LYNX box

-

3 adjoining boxes

-

48 current sensors

-

Cables

-

Some sensors terminal strips are plugged on
the DIN rail, the others on /next to the board.

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Telecommunication
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Duration
Channels

Featured

Selected

X

X

Security

Featured

Selected

VPN

X

X

SSH

X

X

Ethernet
Wi-Fi
3G
GSM
Other?

Other?
Motivation

for

selected

channel
Prerequisites

for

internet

connection

-

No possibility to connect to the LAN network

-

3G network was available in the technical room

-

Network jack in the technical room

-

3G or GSM network

-

You may need to take a branch out of the
technical room

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

About 2,5 hours

Description of each test

After the connection of the whole system and the switching on of the Lynx box :
-

Activation the Lynx box from your computer and the suitable software

-

Test of measured data acquisition (overall voltage take-offs)

-

Verification of the right order of test phases

-

Switching on of the 3G modem and tests of the data transfers

-

Connection to the PC backup and final tests

Duration of the test phase : 30 minutes
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Second stage :
-

Launch of an acquisition phase on the PC backup (app. 2 hours)

-

Collection of the measured data onto the PC 2 hours after

Comments
n/a
Pictures

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?
No issue has been raised during the installation process.
If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation process
Duration
Description of the issue
N/A

Solution

Comments

Pictures

EnOcean sensors
Equipment identification
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Equipment being installed

-

EnOcean

sensors:

luminosity,

Main function

temperature,

motion,

door

/

CO2,

window

contact

(describe what service it provides)

-

Controller: data logging and sending
files to an FTP server.

Model / Reference number

3G router: Internet connectivity

-

Equipment manufacturer

-

EnOcean sensors : Thermokon

(provide web site link if possible)

-

Controller : Schneider Electric

-

3G router: Sierra Wireless

Hardware Standards compliance

-

EnOcean

sensors:

http://www.thermokon.de/en/products/e
asysens-transmitters.html
Data Sheet

-

Controller:

http://www.schneider-

(provide web page link or insert it as an

electric.com/b2b/en/solutions/system/s4/

object in the document)

building-systems-smartstruxurelite/resources.jsp?
-

3G

router:

http://www.sierrawireless.com/productsand-solutions/gateway-solutions/ls300/
Manuals
(provide a web page link or insert it as an
object in the document)

Comments
38 sensors on 3 floors (detail in the following pictures):
18 window contacts, 5 temperature sensors, 5 CO2 + temperature sensors, 5 motion
detectors, 5 luminosity sensors
Pictures
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Installation Process Description and report

Installation
Date

23/02/2016

Start time

9 AM

End time

4 PM

Duration

6 hours

Building power supply switched off?

No

Duration
of power
switched
off

How satisfied are you with the execution

-

Very satisfied

of

-

Satisfied

-

Dissatisfied

-

Very dissatisfied

the

installation

per

agreed

time

schedule?

Please underline the most relevant answer Brief
and provide a brief justification.

justification

of

your

opinion:

Wireless sensors very easy to install
(attached with double sided tape or just
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placed on existing furniture)

To what extent do you agree with the

-

Strongly agree

following statement?

-

Agree

-

Disagree

The installation process meets the needs

-

Strongly disagree

of my building.

-

Not sure

Brief justification of your opinion:
Please underline the most relevant answer
and provide a brief justification.

Easy to install solution for additional
building sensors (EnOcean technology
provides

hundreds

of

interoperable

products)
From a data collection perspective, the
additional sensors will enable to capture
new data that were not measured so far
(opening

window

detection,

lighting level, occupancy etc.)

What was most successful about the

-

Sensor installation

installation?
Please describe it briefly.
What could have been done better during
the installation in your opinion?
Please describe it briefly
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Have

you

observed

any

unforeseen

positive side effect(s) of the installation?
Please describe it briefly
How

would

provided

you

rate

by

INSTALLATION

the

the

assistance

-

Excellent

SUPPLIER

/

-

Good

during

the

-

Fair

-

Poor

COMPANY

installation process?

Firstly, please underline the most relevant Explanation of the given rate: System
answer taking into account the followings: assembled, programmed and installed
communication,

preparation

for

the by Cylergie. Suppliers respected delivery

installation (tools, equipment), technical dates.
skills and knowledge
Secondly, please give a brief explanation
of your rating: What was missing? What
can be improved? What was most valuable
from your point of view?

Taking into account the whole installation

-

Definitely yes

process,

the

-

Rather yes

appearance of the equipment at the end

-

Rather no

of the installation? Would you recommend

-

Definitely no

that the PERFORMER installation process is

-

Hard to say

are

you

satisfied

with

carried out in this way in the future?
Explanation of the given opinion: OK for
Please underline the correct answer and temporary use. EnOcean technology can
justify briefly your opinion.

be

added

to

management systems

Any additional Comments

Supporting Pictures
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-
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Resource & Tools
Number

of

-

2

-

Programming:

workers
Qualificatio
ns required
Tools

Building

automation

expert

(knowledge

of

SmartStruxure Lite controller and EnOcean wireless technology).
Computer

needed
Comments

n/a
Pictures

Device
Device capacity

Device power supply

230V

Device bulk (how big it is)

-

400x300x206
antennae

DIN rail

ready (if not, report any installation

-

convenience)

Comments
Pictures
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Telecommunication
Duration
Channels

Featured

Ethernet

Yes

Selected
Local connection only (configuration,
tests)

Wi-Fi
3G

Yes

Yes (send files to FTP server)

Featured

Selected

GSM
Other?
Security
VPN
SSH
Other?
Motivation for selected channel

-

No connection needed to the company LAN

Prerequisites

-

3G SIM card and subscription

for

internet

connection
Comments
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Pictures

Finalization of installation - Tests & Control of correct functioning
Duration

1 hour

Description of each test

-

Wireless sensor range: signal quality checked on controller webpage. Two
repeaters installed on 6th and 7th floors

-

FTP file transfer: tested on controller

Comments
Pictures

Issues reports
Were there any unforeseen difficulties encountered during the installation process?

If yes, please name the situation(s) and describe how they were solved in the table
below:

Issue report
Step in the installation

Wireless sensor coverage

process
Duration
Description of the issue
Some sensor signals on the 6th and 7th floors weren’t strong enough to reach the
controller on the 5th floor
Solution
Added 2 EnOcean repeaters
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Comments

Pictures
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9. ANNEX III: CONNECTION TO THE PERFORMER DATA WAREHOUSE
Additional feedback was provided on the connection aspects to the Performer Data
Warehouse.
Hotel de las Letras, Spain
The devices installed in Hotel de las Letras are divided into two systems with different
connection methods.
The BMS of Exeon is based on MBUS protocol. All devices of the system are connected
to the central controller by MBUS with RS-232 hubs. These specifications are the most
common in the BMS sector and they are widely used in the automation world. The BMS
system includes two kinds of variables: synchronous and asynchronous variables. The
synchronous variables generate data every 5 minutes, and asynchronous variables
generate data when the event occurs.
The iGreen system uses MBUS protocol and mixes RS-485 and Ethernet. The meter’s
output is in MBUS with RS-485. This output is connected to a gateway RS-485 to
Ethernet. The last connection between this RS-485 Ethernet gateway and the smart
gateway is made in Ethernet standard. The connection will be usually done using a (or
some) Ethernet hub that allows us to concentrate the signals of some meters in a cable.
The last step in the connection is sending the data from the Hotel to the iGreen server.
This is done from the smart gateway through a direct insertion in the database of
iGreen and a connection to internet (ADSL, 3G…). All iGreen variables receive data every
5 minutes.
The data from the whole building are collected but divided into these two systems, so
sending this information to the PDW is simpler; the data from the BMS are sent to an
ftp server in two text files (one for synchronous variables and the other for
asynchronous variables). To upload the data to the PDW, a Windows service in .NET
language was used, taking these steps:
1 - Open text files and extract information.
2 – Generate a time series file for each BMS synchronous variable according with the
PDW specification.
3 – Treat the asynchronous data to get a valid time series.
4 – Generate a time series file for each BMS asynchronous variable according with the
PDW specification.
5 – Extract from iGreen database the data of all variables.
6 - Generate a time series file for each iGreen variable according with the PDW
specification.
7 – Generate a zip file with all variable time series.
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8 – Sending the zip file to PDW using the PERFORMER web service.
During the upload process the Windows service does the following two verifications to
avoid mistakes in the data:
1 – All the data included in each time series file are verified. During the process to
generate a time series file (steps 2 and 6) all data are compared with the limits of its
variable, if the value of the data is out of these limits, this value will be changed for the
nearest valid value. When the process is finished, all the data of all variables are
corrected according to the variables definition.
2 – After sending the data, the Windows service requires the status of the job ID of the
data uploading, and verifies that this is “successful”, otherwise the system sends an
email to the building manager to verify the internet connection, confirm that PDW is
working adequately and make a manual upload of the data (to avoid lost data).
These two processes allow us to ensure that the data are correct and the data have
been stored adequately and the system does not lose information.
St Teilo’s Church in Wales High School, UK
GPRS signal is not very good in the school, and CCC did not want to impose an
“annual” cost onto the school that they would have to meet post project. Therefore, a
number of different approaches were looked into how the data could be transferred
from the BMS to the PDW (PERFORMER FTP server hosted by CSTB).
The first approach was to collect the data from the BMS server, which sits on the Cardiff
Council network, where all of the St Teilo’s BMS data is held for up to 10 months
historically. It was envisaged that this data could be extracted and sent to the PDW via
API via a scheduled task any number of times in a day. It is worth mentioning that
anything older than 10 months is encrypted and compressed into an archived file, and
the only way to view this data is by using Desigo insight trend viewer where a selected
archived database is decrypted through the software and is able to be viewed at that
moment in time. It is not possible to see more than one archive database at the same
time and when we tried to copy all from the server onto the PERFORMER ftp server, the
archived files were unable to be viewed because they were still encrypted. CCC spoke to
Siemens to try and resolve the issue; the decryption process could only be executed via
Siemens Desigo insight on software, where only one particular trend log could be
looked at the same time.
CCC arranged for the whole historic database to be accessible to Cardiff University who
subsequently ran SQL scripting to extract the necessary information regarding the
buildings energy systems and temperature/CO2 logs. This database was only for 10
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months of data, and anything logged before them would not be able to be collected as
part of this project through this method.
CCC use a piece of software called Systems Link Energy Manager which houses all of
the authorities’ energy data for billing purposes as well as providing a program to
develop and run reports on the data contained within. Systems link recently included a
way to merge Siemens PDM database which is in effect the same database that was
shared with CU earlier in the project. CCC could use a report builder provided by
Siemens to log all data series required, and then once this is mounted on the Systems
Link database it would pull all the data series into that database/front end. It will then
be possible to arrange for sections of the Systems Link database to be formatted into
the correct naming hierarchy for PDW and sent via API. CCC currently does this with
their gas and electricity readings which is sent to a third party and displayed to the
public

(first

local

authority

to

do

this)

on

https://platform.carbonculture.net/communities/cardiff-council/19/ - screenshot in figure
15 below.

Figure 15 - Screenshot of Carbon Culture homepage for Cardiff Council, showing total
usage
Housing the data from the BMS in Energy Manager would be the preferred method for
CCC as the data is first held on their servers/database before an API transfers the data
to the PERFORMER PDW. There have been issues surrounding the right software
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licences that were granted by Siemens to the authority but these have finally been
resolved so data should be transferred in this way in the next couple of weeks.
As a contingency CCC will set up a regular file transfers (4 times a day) of the entire 10
month database held in the BMS from council server to the PERFORMER FTP, where CU
can use their SQL scripting to isolate the enquired information and then provide it in
the correct format so that the PDW Pilot database can accept and analyse the data.
Woopa Office Building, France
WOOPA building has three data sources of interest for Performer project:
-

BMS installed during the commissioning of the building used to
monitor all major process et operational variables

-

NIALM – Qualisteo, installed on the 3rd or February 2015 is used to
break down energy consumption into different types of usages

-

Various EnOcean sensors (called “Additional Sensors”) installed on
the 17th of march 2016 and used to monitor a specific set of
occupant’s behavioural variables in Etamine’s offices zone

Each data source is exported to a server that reformats it to meet Performer Database
standards as presented in the following architecture:
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The script that performs this task is written in Python 3.5 and is automated by a CRON
which trigger the process once a day. The sequence is the following for the two BMS
and EnOcean FTP to PDW interface:
1. Open connexions to existing services:
a. Connexion to BMS’s FTP
b. Connexion to Cylergie FTP
2. Screening available files
3. Identifying new files or new rows in permanent files
4. Generate a time series data frame (Python Pandas object) for each variables
5. Renaming, reshaping and cleaning of time series
6. Generating json files matching PDW specifications for each time series
7. Posting the new files via web services to PDW service platform
The sequence is the following for the Qualisteo API to PDW interface:
1. Generating the appropriate http get request based on current date
2. Submitting request to Qualisteo API to retrieve last day data
3. Generate a time series data frame (Python Pandas object) for each variables
4. Renaming, reshaping and cleaning of time series
5. Generating json files matching PDW specifications for each time series
6. Posting the new files via web services to PDW service platform
Prior to this was the variable definition step. Each time series to be uploaded in the
PDW Service Platform has to be correctly declared and described (via PUT request)
before any data uploading. A few issues were encountered during this phase:
-

Diversity of JSON formatting depending on libraries and sources
which prevented PDW to read submitted metadata correctly
o

Fix: Writing “manually” the JSON file without using available
python libraries

-

An issue on PDW platform preventing variable declaration for
WOOPA building
o

promptly fixed by CSTB team

Best practices learned from this development and deployment:
-

Listing each data sources and its associated access opportunities
and constraints (for instance Access to BMS FTP has to be
declared and approved by building’s staff and the only a few IP
addressed are allowed to query the server). This step is essential to
correctly choose the right technologies and define an appropriate
architecture of the software.
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-

Identifying common tasks and overlaps to invest some time in
replicability of program functions. Having coded tediously some
functions that will be used in several data pipelines saves coding
time and improves stability and readability of the software.

-

Communicating sufficiently with the staff in charge of maintaining
the external services with whom the script is interacting. This
allows fixing bugs much faster and avoids wasting hours in trying
to fix apparent bugs that have to be handled by the other sides of
the interface.
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